
CHAPTER 4

AN/FMN-1

AS MAN HAS GROWN in intellect and
expanded his environment, his needs have
grown and expanded at a rate he finds
difficult to handle. Technology has forced
him to seek a better and faster way to solve
mathematical problems generated by
scientific discovery and a better way to
process and store the mounting data of
industry and technology. From these needs,
computers have been developed to help man
solve these problems.

2. Today, very few career fields are totally
exempt from the influence of computers.
With the advent of the AN/FMN-1, an
additional career field has been subjected to
the direct influence of computers. The
AN/FMN-1 is a set that uses binary
techniques to compute "runway visual
range." Thus, the weather equipment ladder
of the Communications-Electronics Systems
Career Field has been invaded by computers,
and there is a promise of more to come.

3. What is the AN/FMN-1 and what is it
supposed to do? First it is a computer that
provides the observer with a digital readout of
runway visual range (RVR). This is the
distance that a pilot can see down the
runway. To determine RVR, the computer
needs the following information.

a. Transmissivity (from AN/GMQ-10).
b. Background light (subtraction network).
c. Runway light setting.
d. Runway in use.
e. Day or night setting.

4. This chapter explains how the FMN-l
processes this information to give the RVR
readings. It is necessary, then, that you
become, and remain, proficient in the
fundamental concepts of computers. Special
emphasis is placed on binary arithmetic and
symbol logic since they are the basis around
which computer logic is developed. Computer
logic is used to analyze and troubleshoot the
ANJFMN-l. This chapter begins with a

discussion of computer fundamentals, circuit
analysis, and symbol logic. It proceeds into
AN /FMN -1 circuit analysis and
troubleshooting and concludes with a brief
discussion of system maintenance.

13. Basic Computer Fundamentals
13-1. There are certain basic concepts that

are common to almost all computers. These
principles must be emphasized and reviewed
to help you gain insight into computer logic.
The section begins with the two categories of
computers (digital and analog) and continues
to the study of basic digital computers.

13-2. It is very difficult to try to classify
computers according to what they do. The
electronic computer is still comparatively
new, and many previously undreamed of
applications are being discovered. The
problem of classification was solved, however,
by classifying the computer according to the
way the computing is done rather than by
what is computed. Thus, tl1t:~_J~Qo.G.~tegories_
~_c1iztt~~§.nd__analog; .,

13-3. Digital Computers. A digital
computer, regardless of size or complexity,
performs a series of arithmetic operations
(addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division) using data that is expressed as digits,
or numbers. A digital computer operates on
data in much the same way that a man
manipulates the data in making the arithmetic
computations with pencil and paper.
Likewise, the computer performs the
operations in a sequence of distinct steps that
are determined by certain mathematical rules.
The major advantages of a digital computer
are: (1) the speed with which these arithmetic
operations can be performed+approaching a
million operations or more per second in
newer computers-and (2) the fact that the
computer can be programmed to perform a
long sequence of computations without the
intervention of an operator. Digital computers
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Figure 44. Basic block diagram of digital computers.

are used to solve complex scientific problems,
control complicated physical operations,
prepare payrolls, maintain inventory records,
control guided missiles, track high-speed
aircraft and missiles, and perform countless
other functions in science, industry, business,
and national defense. Problems that would
require several years of computation by a
skilled mathematician can be solved in
minutes or seconds by these modem
electronic brains.

13-4. Analog Computers. An analog
computer, unlike a digital computer, is a
computing machine in which data is
converted, for computation, into physically
measurable quantities such as lengths,
voltages, or angles rather than into digits. An
analog computer solves problems by causing
physical quantities to change like the variables
(unknown quantities) in mathematical
problems change. The computations are
performed by special devices, which change a
mechanical movement into a representative
voltage. Analog com uters rovide
~Etinu0!ls ~solution to a given problem. This
type of computer is easily adaptable to
trigonometric and higher order mathematical
functions. Since analog computers in use are
largely electromechanical devices, they have
some disadvantages relative to digital
computers, such as slower speed, larger space
requirements, mechanical slippage, and higher
cost.

13-5. The Basic Computer. The basic
digital computer must have provisions for
inserting, storing, and performing some
operation of information. It must also have
control circuits so it computes at the right
time, and it must be able to present or display
the finished product. Figure 44 is a block
diagram of a basic computer. The AN/FMN-1
can be divided into the same basic five blocks.

13-6. Input element. The input element
receives information and changes this
information into a standard format that is
used by the computing portion of the
equipment. Some of the more common input
units are punched card readers, magnetic
tapes, paper tapes, and console keyboards.

13-7. Memory element. All information
that is processed must pass through the
memory section. All of the instructions to the
machine as to what it is to do must be in the
memory section. In other words, information
is stored in the memory section.

13-8. Arithmetic element. The actual
computations that correspond to the preset
instructions are accomplished in this section.
Basically, the section only performs addition,
but by manipulation of this operation, the
unit subtracts, multiplies, or divides.

13-9. Control element. To accomplish
computations, certain operations must be
performed in a given sequence and at the
correct time. This unit supplies all necessary
controls and timing.

13-10. Output element. It is the function
of this unit to present the finished product of
the computer. Some of the more common
methods of presentation are punched cards,
console keyboards, tapes, and dials.

13-11. The simplified diagram gives a
general idea of where the computer performs
its various operations. Keep these five
elements in mind as you study the detailed
theory of computer operation.

13-12. Binary Arithmetic. Binary
arithmetic is used in most computers because
of the electronic circuits involved. A switch is
either open or it is closed. A relay is either
energized or it is deenergized. A transistor
either conducts or it is cut off. In other
words, the average circuit is in one of two
states-operating or not operating. The
number 1 represents the operating condition
and the number ° represents the nonoperating
condition, or vice versa. Before explaining the
binary system, you should review the decimal
system to see the way that numerals are
arranged to write any number from 1 to
infinity. The binary principles will then be
more meaningful.

13-13. Decimal system. Using the digits 0,
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1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9, you can assemble
the digits to represent any number. You can
change the value of the number by: (1)
repeating one or more of the ten characters,
or (2) by placing one or more of the
characters in a different position. For
example, write the numerals from 1 to 20 on
a piece of paper. When you reach 10 you
begin to repeat the same ten numerals, but
you place one numeral in a new position and
it remains there until you have repeated all

Decimal No.
1

2

3

4

5
,
0

7

8

9

10

11
12

13
14

15
16

17
18
19

,r--, 20

ten numerals. At 20, the numerals begin to
repeat again and a different numeral moves
into the left position. Be sure you are able to
recognize these principles of repetition of
numbers and positional notation in binary
arithmetic.

13-14. Binary notation, Only two
characters are used in binary notation+O and
1. Any number can be expressed using these
two characters. As you write the numerals for
the numbers from 1 to 10, you repeat the two

Binary NOa

= 1
10
11

100
101
110

= III

1000
1001
1010

1011
1100
1101
1110
1111

10000

10001
= 10010

10011
10100

Figure 45. Decimal and binary notation.
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TABLE 2
DECIMAL-BINARY CONVERSION CHART

(a) 256 128 64 32 16 8 4 2 1
(b) 1 0 1 0

(0) 1 0 0 0 0 1 1

(d) 1 0 1 1 1 0

characters and change their position as in the
decimal system. Notice in figure 45 that when
the second numeral (0) is used, the first
character moves to the left to a new location.
For the next number, the first numeral
repeats, and so on.

13-15. There is an easy way to convert
numbers from one system to the other, as
shown in table 2. The conversion chart is
constructed from right to left along row (a),
beginning with the numeral 1 and continuing
to the left with numerals for the powers of
two. To find the binary equivalent for a
decimal number, find the numerals along the
top whose sum is the equivalent of the
decimal number. Place a 1 under these
numerals. Place a 0 under each numeral that
you do not use. Line (b) shows the binary
equivalent of the number 10 using this
system. Line (c) shows the binary equivalent
of the number 67. You can also use the
conversion table in reverse. By placing a
binary number on the table, you can find its
decimal equivalent by adding the numerals
across the top (a) that have Is under them.
For example, by adding the numbers across
the top of the Is in line (d), you can see that
the decimal equivalent of 101110 is 46 in the
decimal system.

13-16. Binary addition. Binary addition is
the same as addition of decimal numbers.
However, since there are only two digits in
binary arithmetic, the addition facts are

10100 111 10011
(a) 01010 11 0010

11110 1010 1001
11110

1 1 1 1 • Carries
1 1 1 1 1 1 • Carries

1 1 1 1 1
(b) 1 0 1 0

1 0 1 0 1
1 1 1 1 1

1 0 1 1 1 0 1

Figure 46. Binary addition.

a. 562
- 173
3li9

b. 562
+ 826
1388

-1000

388
+ 1
38'9

c. 562
+ 826
:n88

+'-+1

389

Figure 47. Binary subtraction.

different. Since only two digits are used, there
are only three binary addition facts. They are
as follows.

• 0 + 0 = O.
• 1 + 0 = 1 or 0 + 1 = 1.
• 1 + 1 = 0 with a 1 carried to the next

column.

13-17. The application of these three facts
is illustrated in figure 46(a). Figure 46(b)
shows a more complex problem, but the
solution is the same-just more Is to carry to
the next columns.

13-18. Binary subtraction. Computers use
two main methods of subtraction-the
"end-around-carry" and "direct subtraction."
The AN/FMN-1 uses a system that is similar
to the end-around-carry, but it omits the final
end-around-carry. Therefore, there is a loss of
one count during each 48-second counting
period. In the end-around-carry method, you
subtract by using the ones complement. The
ones complement in binary is comparable to
the nines complement in decimal arithmetic.
The complement is one of two parts needed
to complete a whole. The nines complement

(a) End-around-carry
1110
1010

11000
~1

(b) Add
1110
1010
1000

1
1001

(0) Check
1110 • J1

-0101 • -5
1001 • "9

Figure 48. End-around-carry.
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is two numbers whose sum is 9. In other
words, 164 is the complement of 835, and
vice versa. The sum of the two numbers is
999. The ones complement of 01101 is
10010. You must know which complement
you are using because there is a ones
complement, a twos complement, a threes
complement, and so on. The AN/FMN-l uses
the nines and the ones complements,

13-19. Ordinary subtraction is the same as
addition of the nines complement with one
small change. Regular subtraction is shown in
figure 47a, which shows a remainder of 389
when 173 is subtracted from 562. Figure 47b
shows the same operation using the nines
complement. Instead of subtracting 173, its
complement, 826, is added to 562. Next,
1000 is subtracted from the sum, and finally,
a 1 is added to this difference to obtain the
final answer. The subtraction of 1000 may be
eliminated by bringing the 1 at the left end
around and adding it as shown in figure 47c.
Thus, the end-around-carry.

13-20. The ones complement is the easiest
method of subtfactlonrrl01n~ry notatipn;an-d C

ins lhe"metl1od--the-computer uses. The ones
complementcan beobtained by changing the
Is to Os and the Os to Is. To subtract 0101
from 1110, add the complement of 0101
(1010) to 1110, as shown in figure 48(a).
Next bring the end 1 around and add it as
shown in figure 48{b), You can check your
answer by converting to the decimal system,
as shown in figure 48(c).

13-21. Before you can apply these
principles of binary arithmetic to the FMN-1
computer, you need to know something
about what the computer does. One of the
better ways to see what the computer does is
to analyze its block diagram. This is done in
the next section by beginning with a simple
block diagram and working up to a more
complex one.

14. Block Analysis
14-1. To give you a basic understanding of

the overall operation of the AN/FMN, a very
simple block diagram of the set is shown in
FO 7. Remember that the computer needs
certain pieces of information. Notice that the
runway in use and transmissivity are applied
to the input circuit at the upper left of FO 7,
Relay K1 does the switching to make the
background light check for the computer. The
runway light setting (LS) and day or night
information come from a switch in the
control tower or from a switch on the front
of the computer.

14-2. When the set is turned on, the time

base generator and control pulse network
starts to generate the timing and control
pulses to operate the computer. At the same
time, the lighting condition selector network
along with the LS matching network selects
the chart or table on the RVR crossover and
answer storage drum tables that corresponds
to the day or night runway light switch
setting.

14-3. During this time, background
information is fed from the AN/GMQ-I0 into
the background counter so that the computer
knows what the background light level is. This
information is fed through the background
subtraction gating circuit to the transmissivity
counter. This subtracts the level of the
background light from the regular
transmissometer input.

1<1-4. After a short period, relay Kl turns
on the GMQ-IO projector and connects the
transmissometer output to the transmissivity
counter. At this time the transmissivity
counter counts the pulses from the GMQ-I0
for a short time and this count is compared to
the count on the drum chart by the RVR
crossover matching circuit. As soon as the
counts match, the RVR crossover causes the
drum to step to the next higher chart reading.
This process of count comparison continues
until the transmissometer pulse count cannot
match the drum count within the time
interval allowed for comparison. This position
of the drum represents the current
transmissivity .

14-5. At that time and if other conditions
are right, an answer representing
transmissivity is fed into the RVR answer
gating network. This information goes
through the primary processor and is routed
to the primary indicator, where it is displayed
as the "l-minute average RVR."

14-6. After the information is sent to the
primary indicator, the RVR answer in the
primary processor must De cleared. This is
done by "filling" the primary processor with
the 400 pps from the time base generator, as
shown from the primary averaging gating
network on FO 7. These same pulses are
routed simultaneously to the averaging
network diuide-by-I O, Important! The
number of 400 pps pulses that it takes to
clear the primary processor is directly related
to the R VR answer. Therefore, by averaging
these pulses over a la-minute period, a
"la-minute average RVR" signal can be fed
through the secondary processor to the
secondary indicator.

14-7. With this basic idea of the way that
the AN/FMN-1 RVR computer set processes
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information, you should be ready to step into
a little more complex block diagram to gain a
better understanding of the computer
operation.

14-8. The block diagram, FO 8, of the
AN/FMN-1 is different from most block
diagrams you may have studied, because this
block diagram is designed to give you a
general idea of the overall AN/FMN-1
operation rather than to be used as a primary
troubleshooting aid. Understanding the
overall operation aids you in analyzing and
troubleshooting the set. Therefore, some of
the circuits are omitted, some are shown in

. detail, and other circuits are touched on
rather lightly.

14-9. The continuity of data flow presents
another problem in this block diagram. Many
stages have more than one input, tending to
break your chain of thought. Sometimes, you
must study additional inputs before
proceeding because the miltiple inputs
produce differing outputs. For example, the
signal from the AN/GMQ-10 is, in effect, one
input to the RVR crossover matching
network, as shown in the center of FO 8. The
photocells and drum provide the second input
to the network. Both inputs must be present
and they must match before there is an
output from the matching network.

14-10. We will begin with the 100 pps
output from the time base generator, and
show the way that these pulses cause the
drum to recycle. Next, you will study the
light setting and chart matching network
because they stop the drum from recycling.
The first and second inputs to the RVR
crossover network are considered to show the
way the drum steps. Then, we will take the
RVR answer through the processing circuits
to the indicators, ending with the field
minimum counter and the transmissivity
alarm circuit. The next section goes into more
detailed circuit analysis, which is easier to
understand if you master the block analysis
first.

14-11. Before going into the block analysis
of FO 8, review the way that circuits are
designated in the computer. They are
identified by a group of letters and numerals.
For example, A10FF7 and A5G4 are circuit
designators. The first letter and numeral(s)
identify the card the circuit is on. In these
examples, the circuits are on cards A10 and
A5. The second set of letter(s) and
numercal(s) identifies the circuit on the card.
In this case, FF7 (flip-flop 7) and G4 (gate 4).
The circuit designators are as follows:

• FF flip-flop
• G gate

• SS single shot
• EF emitter follower
• I inverter
• PD pulse driver
• EOR exclusive-OR gate

14-12. Time Base Generator. When the set
is first turned on, the 100 pps output from
the time base generator at the lower right of
FO 8 goes through the drum recycle control
gate, A16G7, to the drum driver, A6SSl. The
output of A6SS1 goes to the drum drive
motor, causing the drum to recycle. The other
outputs of the time base generator to go to
the control pulse gates to produce the control
pulses. A tuning fork oscillator stabilizes the
pulse rate of the different outputs of the time
base generator.

14-13. Light Setting and Chart Selection
Network. While the drum is recycling, the
light intensity detector (FO 8, lower left)
selects the day or night chart that the
computer will use as determined by a switch
setting in the control tower. A manual switch
(S9 on FO 9) on the front panel of the
FMN-1 provides the same selection manually.

14-14. The light setting and chart number
are coupled back to the indicator lamps as
well as to the chart selection matching
network. More logic information enters the
selection matching network from the chart
selection photocells. When these two pieces of
logic are an exact mismatch, there is an
output that partially enables the drum stop
position control gate, A29G4.

14-15. Drum Stop Network. The drum
stop photocell (center FO 8) senses the
beginning of the selected chart and fully
enables A29G4. A29G4 disables the drum
recycle control gate A16G7. This stops the
drum, and the drum must be triggered to
make it move again unless the cycle is
interrupted. Changing operating positions or
runways causes the drum to recycle.

14-16. When the drum stops, the RVR
crossover photocells sense the logic of the
film code that is on the drum. This detected
information is fed into the R VR crossover
matching network. This is only one of two
inputs to this network. The other input comes
from the transmissivity counter. There is no
output from the R VR crossover matching
network until both inputs are present and
match. Therefore, you need to study the
background and transmissivity network to see
the way the second input to the RVR
crossover matching network is obtained.

14-17. Background and Transmissivity
Network. The input is the signal from the
transmissometer in use. The observer uses the
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remote transfer SELECTOR switch to select
the desired transmissometer. The signal enters
the AN/FMN-1 by way of the input card
(A33), Sl, and the armature of Kl. It is
routed to the transmissivity gate (A16G3) and
finally to the transmissivity counter where the
transmissivity pulses are counted.

14-18. Then, 5.12 seconds later, the
automatic background control flip-flop
(A18FF6) "sets," energizing Kl. K1 does two
things. First, it turns the AN/GMQ-10
projector lamp off. Second, the armature of
K1 routes incoming background pulses to the
background counter through the background
gate A17G5. This sets the appropriate
flip-flops in the background counter. The
information passes to a series of gates known
as the background complement gating
network, partially enabling these gates. The
information remains here until the
complement of the background is transferred
to the transmissivity counter by the ENTER
COMPLEMENT control pulse.

14-19. There are some other items that
should be clarified before we discuss transfer
of the "background" to the transmissivity
counter. First, when K1 energizes, the
transmissivity counter is cleared and the drum
recycles and stops on the correct chart again.
This is important because the background
information is put into the transmissivity
counter before the transmissivity. Second, the
background counter causes the background
alarm, A10FF7, to set when a count of 410 is
detected. When A10FF7 sets, the background
alarm lamp DS2 turns on and A17G5 is
inhibited, preventing additional background
count from entering.

14-20. Remember the complement of the
background count is put into the
transmissivity counter and the transmissivity
counter must be clear (empty) when the
background count is fed in. The subtraction
of background would not occur if a
transmissivity count were present.

14-21. At the end of 48 seconds, ENTER
COMPLEMENT enables the background
complement gating network. This transfers
the complement of the background to the
transmissivity counter. Kl deenergizes, and
the transmissivity is connected to the
transmissivity counter. The background is
subtracted from the transmissivity. When the
subtraction takes place, the subtraction
detection control, A30FF7, sets. When
A30FF7 sets, it partially enables the
subtraction detection step control gate,
A16G6. When the transmissivity count
matches the RVR crossover count, A16G6 is
enabled and passes a drum step pulse.

14-22. Drum Step Network. When A16G6
is fully enabled, the drum step pulse goes to
three places-drumdriver A6SS1,
transmissivity alarm step control gate A17Gl,
and field minimum count gate A5G4. The
drum step pulse triggers A6SS1, causing the
drum drive motor to step one position. When
the drum moves, it applies a new value to the
RVR crossover network. Notice that each
time the drum steps, a transmissivity counter
clears. When the transmissivity matches this
new value, there is another drum step. For 48
seconds, this cycle repeats itself until a stable
level is reached. When the transmissivity
count cannot match the RVR crossover value,
the drum does not step, and the drum
position is stable.

14-23. RVR Answer Network. At the end
of 48 seconds, the drum has either stabilized
at some value between "- -" and "++" (this
is explained in more detail later) or has
stepped to the transmissivity alarm position.
The value on the film code (drum) transfers
to the R VR answer gating network, partially
enabling these gates.

14-24. The network is fully enabled at the
end of the 48-second period. All
computations and readouts occur during the
following 3-second "compute" period. Thus,
RVR TRANSFER is the first control pulse
from the control pulse gates. The RVR
TRANSFER fully enables the answer gates,
allowing the "answer" to enter the primary
processor.

14-25. Primary Indicator. The primary
processor passes the answer on to the
indicator. The answer cannot be seen on the
indicator until the display circuit is grounded
through the primary update gate, A23G4 (FO
21). When the second control pulse,
PRTh1ARY SET, is generated, it enables
A23G4. When this occurs, the display circuit
is completed, and you can see the answer on
the indicator.

14-26. The third control pulse, RESET
PRIlVIARY, is generated and clears the
primary processor if «; - ". or "+ +" is
detected. If "- -", or "+ +" is not detected,
the processor is cleared in another way.

14-27. The fourth pulse, START SCAN, is
applied to the 400-pps disable, A19FF5, to
enable the 400-pps control gates. When these
gates are enabled, the 400-pps signal from the
time base generator enters the primary
processor. It "fills" the primary processor to
clear it. When the processor clears, it sets
A19FF5.< This disables the 400-pps signal
since the primary processor is now clear. The
400-pps signal is also applied to the
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divide-by-10 counter, which begins to count
the pulses.

14-28. Secondary Indicators. The
secondary indicator receives its information in
a unique way. Remember that the
divide-by-l0 No.1 averaging network receives
the same number of 400-pps pulses as the
primary processor. Since this is the number of
pulses required to "fill" the primary
processor, it represents the complement of
the visibility count that is in the primary
processor. However, it is in the form of
pulses. For each 10 pulses in, the divide-by-l0
averaging network applies one pulse to the
secondary processor. Therefore, the
secondary processor receives only one-tenth
of the visibility reading in the primary
processor. The secondary processor passes the
answer on to the indicator, but you cannot
see it until the display circuit is grounded
through the secondary update gate, A23G8
(FO 21). A23G8 is enabled (opened) by the
SECONDARY SET pulse (seventh control
pulse). However, the SECONDARY SET
control pulse is disabled by A27FF7.

14-29. Do not forget that the divide-by-l0
No. 2 counter counts the START SCAN
pulses. For each ten pulses in, there is one
pulse out. The tenth START SCAN pulse sets
A27FF7, Allowing the SECONDARY SET
pulse to enable A23G8. This energizes the
display circuit, and you can now see the
answer on the indicator. A27FF7 is cleared
by the ENTER COMPLEMENT control pulse.
It takes another group of ten START SCAN
pulses to set it.

14-30. The fifth control pulse, RESET
SECONDARY, does not clear the secondary
processor unless a "- -" or "+ +" is detected.
The sixth control pulse enters "- -" or "+ +."
The eighth control pulse, ENTER
COMPLEMENT, enables the background
complementing network. This applies the
background to the transmissivity counter.

14-31. Field Minimum Counter and Alarm
Circuit. Earlier in the discussion, we pointed
out that the drum step pulse is applied to the
field minimum count gate, A5G4. Now, let's
go back to see what this pulse does. Notice
that the drum step pulse is applied to t .2 field
minimum counter through A5G4. The
counter begins counting the drum step pulses
and passes the count to the field minimum
alarm matching network. This is only one
input. The other input comes from the
multigang, preset FIELD MINIMUM switch
S4. When the two counts match, A5G4 is
disabled. If the count does not match, alarm
lamp DSI turns on.

14-32. Transmissivity Alarm Network. The
transmissivity alarm step control gate,
A.17Gl, is partially enabled by the drum step
pulse. If the drum steps too far, the chart
selection photocells detect white areas on the
film code and enable AI7G1. This sets the
transmissivity alarm control, A3FF6, turning
on the alarm lamp DS3. At the same time, it
disables the transmissivity gate, A16G3.

14-33. As you can see from the operation
of the control pulses, the RVR computing set
counts transmissivity for 48 seconds. All of
the averaging and the readouts occur during a
3-second period, making the complete cycle
in 51 seconds. You should thoroughly
understand the block diagrams before
studying the circuit analysis. The next section
covers the circuit analysis of the basic
standardized circuits in the computer, such as
OR gates, flip-flops, and pulse drivers.

15. Basic ANjFMN-l Computer
Circuits

15-1. There is a significant difference in
the way that most digital computers are
analyzed compared to the way that
conventional circuits or sets are analyzed. A
process of logic or data flow is used in
computer analysis, whereas individual circuits
are followed in conventional circuit analysis.
This is done for two reasons. First, logic is
used to explain the operations of the
computer, and second, a few basic circuits are
used several times within the computer.
Therefore, if you understand the basic
circuits, a symbol for that circuit can be
placed at each place it is used in the
schematic, making it easier to trace data flow.

15-2. This section contains the circuit
analysis of the basic circuits used in the
FMN-l computer set. The illustrations show
the schematic diagram for each basic circuit
along with its logic symbol, After you have
studied each circuit, remember it, because its
symbol will be used on the schematics in
place of the circuit. You must be able to
visualize the circuit each time you see the
symbol, For simplicity, the diode circuits are
discussed first, then transistor and diode
circuits, and finally the special circuits.

15-3. AND-OR Circuits. When you study
computer circuits, you are going to encounter
AND-OR gates. An electronic gate has two or
more inputs and only one output. The inputs
may be any combination of signals or control
pulses, and the gate may be either diodes or
transistors. Gates are either negative or
positive gates. Figure 49,A, shows the
schematic of a positive OR gate. When -12
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Figure 49. OR gate and symbol.

volts is applied to inputs A, B, and C, all three
diodes are reverse-biased, and the output is
-12 volts. However, if a positive pulse (-12V
to OV) is applied to either A, B, or C, that
diode is forward-biased. For example, if OVis
applied to input A, the entire -12V is
dropped across RL because the "A" diode
conducts and is practically a short when it
conducts. Under this condition, the output is
OV. Regardless of whether the positive signal
(OV). is applied to A, B, or C, or more than
one of them, the output is OV. In other
words, there is an output from the OR gate
when one or more inputs are present.

15-4. The output determines whether it is
a positive or a negative gate. In this case, the
OV is more positive than the -lQV, and OVis
the output when there is an input. Thus, the
circuit of figure 49,A, is a positive OR gate.
Since the output has only two conditions, OV
or -lQV, the computer uses the -1·2V to
represent a 1 and OVto represent a O. And a 0
on any input produces a 0 output, as shown

-12V
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6.8K

BASE COLLECTOR

EMiTTERCCD-

30250-2-4-53.~.
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Figure 50. Inhibited AND gate and symbol.
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Figure 51. Inverter and symbol.

in figure 49,B, which is the logic symbol for
an OR gate.

15-5. The preceding paragraph shows that
a 0 at the input produces a 0 output. When all
the inputs are Is the diodes are reverse-biased,
and the output is a 1or -12V. This circuit is
also a negative AND gate since all Is must be
at the input to get a lout. The symbol for an
AND gate is shown in figure 49,C. Therefore,
a positive OR gate and a negative AND gate
are the same circuit. Whether it is an AND
gate or an OR gate depends upon which
output is wanted; that is, whether a 1 or a 0 is
wanted. All diode gating circuits on FO 10 are
negative AND gates because 1 output is
needed. On FO 11, top center, the
combination of R15, CR48, and CR49 is a
positive OR gate because a 0 output is
needed.

15-6. If you reverse all three diodes in
figure 49,A, and use a+12V source in place of
the negative source, the gate becomes either a
positive A-.Nu or a negative OR gate,
depending upon which output is required.

15-7. Inhibited AND Gate. The word
"inhibit" means to check progress, forbid, or
prohibit. The inhibited AND gate does not

-12V
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Figure 52. Emitter follower and symbol.
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give the desired output unless special
conditions are met. When these special
conditions are not met, the gate is inhibited,
preventing the output. Figure 50 shows the
schematic and symbol of the inhibited AND
gate. You can see from the schematic that it
uses a PNP transistor. Notice that because of
Rl and R2, the transistor has a positive
voltage on the base when a 0 is applied to Rl.
Since this is a PNP transistor, this holds the
transistor at cutoff regardless of whether a 1
or a 0 is applied to the emitter. With Ql cut
off, a 1 (-12 volts) is the output on the
collector. When a 1 is applied to the base and
a 0 (OV) is applied to the emitter, the
transistor conducts. In effect, the transistor is
a short when it conducts, which places a 0 on
the collector. The only time there is a 0
output from an inhibited AND gate is when
there is a 1 on the base and a 0 on the
emitter. The gate is inhibited under all other
combinations of 1 and O. FO 24 shows the
inhibited AND gates as they appear on the
schematic of the circuit cards of the FMN-l.

15-8. Inverters. The inverter has the
function of inverting the signal. When a -12V
(1) signal is applied to the base, a 0 appears
on the collector. Before you can appreciate
the use of an inverter, you must realize that
there are two ways to refer to the two
conditions of a binary circuit. First, a 1 on
the base produces a 0 on the collector, and
second, a 1 on the base produces a NOT 1 on
the collector. Both statements say the same
thing. The NOT 1 or any NOT function is
written symbolically with a line over the
" L' -1"'h Frunction+- . 1 e ANI MN-1 uses a 3-second
pulse and a 3-second pulse as well as several
other applications of the NOT function.

15-9. Sometimes a signal may be available
for application to a particular stage but the
NOT function may be needed to op~rate the
stage. Therefore, an inverter can be placed in
front of the stage to change the function to
the NOT function or vice versa. The
schematic and symbol for the inverter are
shown in figure 51. A positive voltage is
applied to the base of the PNP transistor
which has a grounded emitter. The transistor
is cut off; consequently, there is a 1 on the
collector. When a 1 is applied to the base, the
transistor conducts, producing a 0 on the
collector. Since the emitter is grounded, these
are the only two conditions that are possible.
The schematic for the circuit card which
contains inverters is shown on FO 24.

~5-10. Emitte~ Follower. The output of an
emitter follower IS the same as the input. The
signal is applied to the base and taken from
the emitter. The primary purpose of the

emitter follower in the ANIFMN-l is for
isolation to prevent a second stage from
loading the preceding stage. The emitter
follower schematic and symbol are illustrated
in figure 52. In effect, Q15 is a grounded base
transistor when a 0 is applied to the base.
Since the emitter of an emitter follower is
always at the same potential as the base, the
base is a 1 when a negative voltage 1 is applied
to the base.

15-11. You can understand the detailed
circuit analysis more easily by looking at an
actual circuit along with the preceding and
following stages, as shown in figure 53. (Fig.
53 is taken from the RVR TRANSFER
circuit shown Ll1 FO 10. The only time a 1 is
applied to the base of Q15 is when all diodes
in the negative AND gate are reverse-biased (1
input). This causes Q15 to increase in
conduction so that it is effectively a short
~om base to emitter. The negative voltage, 1,
IS coupled to the base of the inhibited
transistor, Q1. There is a 0 (ground) on the
~m~tt:r of Q1; therefore, Ql is no longer
inhibited. Q1 conducts so that a 0 is on the
collector and is applied to several stages
within the FMN-l.

15-12. Exclusive-OR Gates. The
exclusive-OR gate (EOR) is designed so that
both inputs must be matched to get a lout.
Two Is or two Osat the inputs produce a 1 at
the output. All other combinations at the
input produce a 0 at the output. Figure 54
shows two inputs-A and B. With a 0 at input
A and a 0 at input B, Qll is reverse-biased.
With Qll cut off, there is a 1 at the output .
With a 1 at input A and a 1 at input B, both
the transistor and the diodes are
reverse-biased, again producing a 1 output.
Therefore, matched inputs produce a 1
output.

+12V -12V
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68K

30

R39
2.7K

29

35

R36 R38
6.8K 6.8K 06

lN276
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lN276

OUTPUTA 8

Figure 54. Exclusive-OR gate and symbol.
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15-13. The operation is a little different
for unmatched inputs. First, consider the
operation when input A is 0 and input B is 1.
The 1 at B is applied, through R38, to the
base of Qll and is blocked from the emitter
because the 1 reverse-biases CR6. The 0 at A
forward-biases CR7 and the transistor, causing
Qll to conduct. The conduction path for
Qll is through R39, Qll, CR7, R36, and
R37 to the positive power supply. When the 1
and 0 are reversed at A and B, the conduction
path is through CR6 and R38 instead of CR7
and R36. FO 25 is a schematic of the
computer cards for the EOR gate and pulse
driver.

15-14. Pulse Driver. The pulse driver is a
little more complicated than the preceding
circuits. Close examination of figure 55,A,
shows that before a signal is applied, a
negative voltage is applied to the base of Q1
through R1 and a positive voltage is applied
to the base of Q2 through R4. This causes Q1
to conduct and Q2 to be cut off. When Q1 is
conducting, the voltage at its base is
approximately - 0.2V because of the voltage
drop from the base to the emitter. The Q1
collector is approximately ground potential
(actually - 0.1V). Since -12V is at the input,
C1 charges through R64, CI, and the base
emitter of Ql. Since Q2 is cut off, the

collector of Q2 is at -12V. C3 charges to 9V
with the polarity shown because of the 3-volt
drop across R7 of the voltage divider R6 and
R7. This establishes the operating conditions
or quiescent state of the pulse driver.

15-15. There is no output from the pulse
driver until it is triggered by a O. When a 0 is
applied to the input, C1 couples the
positive-going pulse to the base of Ql.
Therefore, Q1 cuts off and the negative swing
on its collector is coupled through C2 to the
base of Q2. This causes Q2 to conduct,
placing the ground potential at the Q2 emitter
fPrfI the bottom side of Cl. C1 discharges
through CR1, Q2, ground, through the
negative power supply, RI, and back to the
other side of the capacitor. With ground
potential at the bottom of C1, the voltage at
the base of Q1 is instantaneously a positive
11.8V, as shown in figure 55,A. The values of
R1 and C1 insure that it takes 20
microseconds for C1 to discharge enough for
Q1 to resume conduction. The 20
microseconds insures that the pulse driver will
not be multiple-triggered.

15-16. When Q2 conducts, the left side of
C3 is grounded through the transistor, causing
C3 to discharge to ground, through R7, and
back to the other side of C3. The entire 9V
charge on C3 is applied across R7. The size of
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C3 and R7 causes the charge to leak off very
slowly. By the time C3 discharges to 6V, C1
has discharged enough to return the circuit to
the inactive state with Ql conducting and Q2
cut off. Since C3 still has a charge of 6 volts
and the Q2 collector drops to -12V when Q2
cuts off, the output waveform drops to - 6V.
The - 6V eventually returns to - 3V as C3
charges if no other pulses are applied to the
input.

15-17. It is important to notice that the
pulse driver is triggered by the waveform that
goes from -12V to av. This is known as an
active transition. An active transition is any
pulse that goes from -12V to OV. The pulse
driver must be triggered by all active
transition to get a 0 output. Any time you
encounter the term "active transition" from
this point on, you should imagine a pulse
changing from -12V to OV. Figure 55,B,
illustrates an active transition. The pulse
driver is not the only circuit that requires an
active transition to obtain an output. The
pulse driver card schematic is shown in FO
25.

15-18. Flip-Flops. The flip-flop is another
circuit that you frequently encounter in
binary circuits. It has three inputs and two
outputs. Figure 56 illustrates the schematic
and the symbol for a flip-flop. The S stands
for set, the T stands for either trigger or
toggle, and the C stands for clear. These are
the three inputs. The 1 represents the

FF1
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i

Rl
221(

+12V

lrr7C3 C4

~--t-=----"~470r
T C

"complement" side and the 0 is the "real
number" side. The flip-flop is shown in the
clear state. When the flip-flop is set, the
complement side output is a 0 instead of a 1,
and the real number side output is a 1 instead
of a a.

15-19. The flip-flop is a bistable
multivibrator with a lamp (DSl) in the set
output. DS1 is in series with Ql; therefore,
Ql cannot conduct unless DSl is good. The
lamp illuminates when the flip-flop is set.
These lamps are troubieshooting aids and are
discussed more thoroughly later in this
chapter.

15-20. Assume that the flip-flop is clear;
that is, Q1 is cut off and Q2 is conducting.
With Ql cut off, the collector is at a -12V
potential. This 1 is the complement output.
Q2 is conducting, which places the collector
at OV. This 0 is the real number output. The
flip-flop remains in this state until something
is done to cause it to change. When a is
applied to the set input, it grounds the base of
Q2, cutting off Q2. The collector Q1, and the
other path is through C4 and CR4 to the base
of Q2. A 0 on the toggle input appears to cut
off both transistors but that is not the case.
Remember that one transistor is already cut
off, which reverse-biases the diode (CRl or
CR4) in its base circuit. The only transistor
that is affected by the input a is the one that
is conducting. The conducting transistor cuts
off and its collector goes negative, coupling a
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Figure 56. Flip-flop and symbol.
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negative voltage to the base of the cutoff
transistor, which causes it to conduct. All
three inputs require an active transition to
cause the flip-flop to change states. The set
input can only set the flip-flop, the clear
input can only clear the flip-flop, and the
trigger input changes the condition of the
flip-flop regardless of whether it is clear or
set. The flip-flop circuits are shown on
foldout 26.

15-21. Single Shot Multivibrator. The
operation of this stage is important because
the FMN-l computer uses the single shot
multivibrator to gate and control various
circuits. It provides delays of different
lengths. For example, the single shot on Fa
13 requires 100 milliseconds to produce the
output waveform, thus producing a
lOa-millisecond delay in any circuit that uses
that waveform. The single shot on Fa 14
produces a 30-millisecond waveform, and so
on. The symbol for the single shot in figure
57 shows that the RC time constant can be
changed by using different components at pin
35 of the single shot. In figure 57, CT and RT
are the external components that determine
the time constant. That is why these two
components are not shown on Fa 27.

15-22. A close look at figure 57 reveals
that Q2 has a positive voltage on the base and
is cut off. Q1 has a negative voltage on the
base and is normally conducting. Since Q2 is
cut off, the collector of Q2 and the bottom
plate of CT are at a -12V. With Q1
conducting, the top plate of CT is at ground
potential because of the forward bias on Q1
base to emitter. Therefore, C1 is charged to
the polarity shown. Pin 33 has - 12V applied

to it, and there is no charge on C1 because of
the reverse bias on CR1. As long as CRl is
reverse-biased, there is -12V on both sides of
Cl. When a a is applied to pin 33, CR1 is
forward-biased. C1 couples the sudden change
to CR1. CR1 acts as a short to couple the a to
the bottom of CT. This a reference on the
bottom of CT produces a +12V change on the
base of Ql. This cuts off Q1, its collector
changes to -12V, and this negative signal is
coupled to the base of Q2, causing it to
conduct. Q1 remains cut off until CT
discharges below the cutoff potential for Ql.

15-23. The discharge path for CT is
through Q2 to ground, through the negative
power supply, through RT (producing the
polarity shown) and back to the other side of
CT. As soon as CT discharges below the
cutoff potential on the base of Q1, it begins
to conduct. The collector of Q1 changes to a
and the positive signal is coupled to the base
of Q2, cutting it off. The cycle is now
complete and the single shot is ready for
another trigger.

15-24. Monostable Multivibrator. The
monostable multivibrator circuits (input card)
are a noise discriminator and detection
network. The schematic for the monostable
multivibrator is at the bottom center of Fa
18. This multivibrator eliminates excessive
noise in the signal from the AN/GMQ-10 and
reshapes the pulses. This circuit is not
represented by a logic symbol. The
monostable multivibrator is physically located
on the input board.

15-25. At the left side of Fa 18 the signal
comes in from the GMQ-IO on pin M of J39,
over to pin 9 of J33, to Cl. The waveform on
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the foldout is shown as an ideal square wave
of 5 to 25 volts amplitude with a 20- to
50-microsecond duration. The actual signal
that comes in from the GMQ-IO looks more
like the waveform shown in figure 58,A. The
monostable multivibrator eliminates both the
high and low noise and produces a signal that
is closer to the ideal waveform shown. Ql is
an impedance matching emitter follower. CR2
eliminates low amplitude noise, and CRl
eliminates anything that exceeds -12V. Q2 is
an inverter amplifier and Q3 is a switching
transistor. Q4 and Q5 are a single shot
multivibrator that eliminates large amplitude
and narrow bursts of noise that get through
the preceding circuits.

15-26. As the signal comes in from the
GMQ-IO, and C1 and R1 couple the signal to
the voltage divider, R47 and R48. The output
of the voltage divider is applied to the base of
emitter follower Q1. The output of Ql
charges coupling capacitor C2 as shown. CRl
is a clamper that eliminates signal voltages
more negative than -12V. The signal at CR2

. is affected by the voltage at the junction of
R3 and C3. R3 is connected to pin 35 of J33
and to the armature of K7. K7 selects the
GMQ-I0 for the runway in use. R98 is a
potentiometer that taps a variable voltage
from -12V to +12V. This establishes the bias
of CR2. The left side of CR2 must exceed this
voltage to couple a signal to Q2. This limits
low amplitude noise or selects the pulse
threshold. R47, R48, CR27, and CR28
protect QI and Q2 from high-voltage pulses
caused by lightning.

15-27. Q2 is an inverter that conducts
during the quiescent state. When a positive
signal is applied to the base, Q2 cuts off,
causing a pulse that swings to -12V on the
collector. This negative pulse is applied to the
base of Q3 and also to the base of Q4 in the
single shot multivibrator. First, consider the
pulse to the single shot multivibrator.

15-28. Q4 is a PNP transistor that is cut
off because it has a positive potential on its
base (+l2V through RI3). Q5 is normally
conducting because it has a negative potential
on its base (-12V through R12). When the
negative pulse from Q2 is applied to the base
of Q4, the transistor conducts, cutting off Q5.
Notice that RI2 is connected to variable
resistor R99. A close look shows that R99
co?trols the time constant in the b~se of Q5;
this network controls the pulse WIdth. The
outputs from Q3 and Q5 are applied to CR3
and CR4 respectively.

15-29. Returning to Q3, notice that it is a
PNP transistor that has a positive potential on
its base (through R7), therefore, it is cut off.

The negative pulse from Q2 causes Q3 to
conduct, producing a positive-going pulse at
the output. The output of Q3 is connected
through CR3 to the top of R9. Here, the
output circuit or Q3 and Q5 must be
explained more thoroughly.

15-30. The output of the monostable
multi vibrator is between CR3 and CR4 at the
top of R9. It is routed up to the left and out
pin A to J5-23. From the top of R8 (Q3
collector circuit) to the bottom of R9 is a
24V difference in potential. The same applies
to RI5 (Q5 collector circuit) and R9. As we
stated previously, the width of the pulse from
the multivibrator can be changed. You cannot
change or vary the width of output of Q3. As
shown in figure 58,B, the output of Q5 is a
negative-going pulse and the output of Q3 is a
positive-going pulse. If the pulse width from
Q2 is 25 microseconds, the output of Q3 is
also a 25-microsecond positive pulse. The
pulse from the multivibrator is negative and
may have a pulse width of only 15
microseconds. These two pulses produce a
positive pulse with a duration of 10
microseconds at the top of R9.

15-31. With no signal in, Q3 is cut off.
This would normally place -12V on the
collector of Q3. However, there is a current
path from the -12V through R8, CR3, and
R9 to +12V. Approximately 4V is dropped
across R8; consequently, the voltage at the
top of R9 is approximately - 8V. Since Q5 is
normally conducting, the collector of Q5 is
OV,and CR4 is reverse-biased.

15-32. When a signal pulse is applied, Q3
begins to conduct and Q5 cuts off. This stops
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Figure 58. Output signal from noise and
discrimination.
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current through R8 and CR3, but current
flows through R15, CR4, and R9 so that the
voltage at the top of R9 remains at - 8V.
However, Q5 begins to conduct at the end of
15 microseconds. Now both diodes are
forward-biased and the entire +l2V is
dropped across R9 since the top of R9 is at
OV. This produces the positive pulse shown at
the top of figure 58,B. At the end of 10
microseconds, Q3 cuts off, and since Q5 is
conducting, once again one diode (CR4) is
reverse-biased and the other (CR3) is
forward-biased. The total result is a
10-microsecond positive pulse of - 8V to OV
that is developed across R9.

15-33. For best operation, 'you should
adjust R99 or R188 for a pulse width of
approximately 75 percent of maximum
width. It is possible to adjust the
multi vibrator pulse so that it is too wide and
no pulse can develop across R9. Remember,
when only one transistor is cut off, the
output at the top of R9 is - 8V. When both
transistors are conducting, the output at the
top of R9 is OV.

15-34. Power On, Reset Circuit. When the
set is first turned on, a multivibrator is
triggered that produces a power reset pulse.
This circuit is shown in FO 23. The primary
function of power reset is to clear all circuits,
preparing them to begin a new count. A close
look at the multivibrator and output circuit
should reveal that Q2 is normally conducting
because a positive voltage is applied to the
base of the NPN transistor. Since Q2 is
conducting, the junction of R18, R19, and
R20 is approximately at ground potential (the
conducting transistor, Q2, is effectively a
short when conducting), Q1 has a negative
voltage applied to its base because of the OV
at the collector of Q2, which cuts off Ql.
This places the collector of Q1 at +12V. The
+12V is on the right side of the diodes (R1
through CR7) and at the top of R15.

15-35. There are two +12V inputs at J34.
In the static condition, +12V is applied at
either A, B, C, D, or E and F or G. The input
that connects to the +12V is the circuit that
provides the negative trigger to cut off Q2.
For example, suppose that the +12V is moved
from F to G by relay K7 when runways are
changed. The charge on C6 is OV (with +12V
at F, there was a +12V on both sides of C6),
When F becomes open, C6 has a charge path
from ground, through R11, C6, and the
parallel path R12 and CR6 and R15 to +12V.
This provides a negative pulse since the top of
R15 was at +12V. C8 couples the negative
pulse to the base of Q2 to cut off Q2. The Q2
collector goes to +12V, coupling a positive

voltage to the base of Q1. This keeps Q1
conducting until C8 discharges enough to
permit Q2 to go back into conduction. The
positive pulse from Q2 is also applied to the
base of Q3, which causes Q3 to conduct. The
power reset relay K2 (located on FO 17) is
connected between pins 10 and 4 of J34.
When Q3 conducts, the power reset relay
energizes. This circuit will be covered in the
next section.

15-36. Each circuit that is represented by
symbols on the FMN-1 schematics has now
been covered. If you understand the
operation of these circuits, you are ready to
proceed to the block diagram and then to
logic circuit analysis. If you do not
understand them, it will be to your advantage
to review those circuits that you are not sure
you understand. Before going on to the next
section, which explains the AN/FMN-1 by
circuit analysis and data flow, refer to your
workbook and answer the chapter review
exercise items for Sections 13 through 15 of
this chapter.

16. Circuit Analysis
16-1. This section explains circuit analysis

of the AN/FMN-1 using symbol logic. The
circuit analysis of each symbol was discussed
in a previous section. If you have difficulty
with the symbol logic, you may need to go
back and review the circuit analysis of the
circuits represented by these symbols.

16-2. The first 3 minutes of operation are
. important because the set operation is
different from the normal cycle during this
period. Some circuits are triggered only
during this time. For example, A18FF5 is set
during the first 3 minutes. After it clears, it is
not set again until the power is turned off and
turned on again.

16-3. The last 3 seconds of each 51-second
cycle are also important because all
information is fed into the indicators during
this 3-second period. The AN/FMN-1
completes a measurement cycle in 51 seconds,
and each cycle is divided into two periods-a
48-second period and a 3-second period.
During the 48-second period, the set counts
transmissivity or background, and during the
3-second period, it computes the RVR and
changes the indication, if necessary. But first
the set must be placed in operation.

16-4. Power On and Delayed Reset. When
power is applied to the set, approximately 3
minutes are required before the AN/FMN-l
produces the first readout on the primary
indicator. During the 3 minutes, the flip-flops
must be cleared or set as required for normal
operation. Background and transmissivity are

.~
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counted. Matching networks must match, etc.
All of these circuits and others are affected by
power on and delayed reset.

16-5. When you turn on the AN/FMN-1,
the 150-millisecond multivibrator, shown on
FO 23 is triggered and produces a
150-millisecond delay. At the end of 150
milliseconds, K2, shown on FO 28,
deenergizes, and C61 (FO 17, center)
produces a transition at the top of R95 which
sets up the following chain of events, as
shown on FO 28. A18FF6 clears inhibiting
the background lamp and setting A19FF7,
which inhibits all of the control pulses except
ENTER COMPLEMENT, A18FF7 clears,
preventing a background check because
A18FF7 must be set to make a background
check. A28FF5 clears, disabling PRINIARY
SET; and A28FF7 clears, inhibiting the
auxiliary message device. A19FF5 sets,
blocking the 400 pps from the primary
processor and divide-by-l0 counter. AI0FF7
clears, disabling the background alarm lamp.
A27FF7 sets, A19FF6 clears, and A18FF5
sets. At the same time, the primary processor,
background counter, sample number counter,
and divide-by-10 counter No.1 clears, and the
drum may recycle. At the end of this initial
15 O-millisecon d delay, single shot
miltivibrator A14SS1 is triggered.

16-6. A14SS1 requires 30 milliseconds to
produce its waveform. At the end of the 30
milliseconds, the time base generator restarts
and counts 512 counts (5.12 seconds). The
transmissivity counter counts during this 5.12
seconds, but the data is not used. At the end
of 5.12 seconds, the automatic background
check is initiated and the following events
occur. A18FF5 clears, setting A18FF7.
A18FF7 enables A17G2, setting A18FF6.
A18FF6 enables A21G8, which turns on the
background lamp and energizes K1 (not
shown on FO 28). Kl turns off the
AN/GMQ-I0 projector lamp and routes the
background pulses to the background
counter.

16-7. A18FF5 produces a delayed reset
pulse which clears A27FF5, A30FF7,
A30FF6, A27FF6, and A27FF7. When
A27FF7 clears, it triggers A25SS1, enabling
A32G8, which sets A3FF3. This produces a
preset number of 4 and stores it in the
divide-by-10 counter No. l. Delayed reset also
clears A3FF5 (not shown on FO 28) and
permits the drum to recycle. At this time, the
transmissivity counter clears.

16-8. When A18FF6 sets, it triggers
A14SS1 again. (A14SS1 is shown as two
different blocks on FO 28 so that the
sequence of events can be shown.) After 30

milliseconds, A14SSl pulse clears the time
base generator and it resumes operation.
There is no automatic background check this
time, but when A18FF6 sets, background is
counted. Therefore, the AN/FMN-1 counts
background for the entire 48-second period.

16-9. At the end of the 48 seconds,
A18FF6 clears; this turns off the background
lamp. A19FF7 sets; this disables all control
pulses except ENTER COMPLEMENT.
A18FF7 clears and K1 deenergizes, the
GMQ-IO lamp comes on, and the signal is
routed to the transmissivity counter.

16-10. When A18FF6 clears, it triggers
A14SSl again. There is no 3-second pulse at
the end of this first 48 seconds because of
A14SSl. However, this is the last time that
A14SS1 is triggered. Therefore, there is a
3-second pulse at the end of 48 seconds
during each of the following 51-second cycles.

16-11. At the end of this 30-millisecond
pulse from A14SS1, the time base generator
clears and the FMN-1 begins to count
transmissivity for 48 seconds. At the end of
the 48 seconds, the transmissivity counter is
cleared, ENTER COMPLEMENT clears
A19FF7, and transfers the background to the
transmissivity counter. When A19FF7 clears,
all other control pulses are enabled. After the
3-second period is over, the set counts
transmissivity for 48 seconds again. At the
end of this 48-second period, the first update
on the primary indicator occurs and the set
settles down to its regular 51-second cycle of
operation.

16-12. Time Base Generator. The time
base generator does two main things. It
provides the timing for the whole set and
helps produce all control pulses. The time
base is 51 seconds, which is divided into a
48-second period and a 3-second period. All
counting is done during the 48-second period
and all computing and readouts occur during
the 3-second period.

16-13. Tuning fork oscillator. The heart of
the time base generator is the tuning fork
oscillator, Y1, as shown on FO 11, top left.
The output of the tuning fork oscillator goes
to three places: (1) FO 14 to the TEST
SELECTOR switch and FO 19 PULSE RATE
SELECTOR switch (S2), (2) through TEST
SELECTOR switch (Sl-DF) (FO 11) to
AIFFl, and (3) FO 17, top right, to the
TEST III COUNTER SELECTOR switch
(S3A).

16-14. Time base generator input.
Beginning with A1FF1, notice that with 400
pps into A1FFl, there is a 200-pps output.
The 200-pps output is coupled to A1FF2.
The 100-pps output goes to A1FF3. AIFF3 is
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Figure 59. Actual count, cheat count, and timing of TBG.

important because it is the first counter of the
time base generator as far as computer
operation is concerned. Since A1FF3 is
triggered by a 100-pps signal, the timing
frequency is 100 pps.

16-15. Before proceeding, there are two
facts that we need to review. First, all
flip-flops on the schematics are shown in the
clear position; and second, A1FF2, A1FF6,
AIFF7, A2FF1, A2FF2, A2FF3, A2FF4,
A2FF5, and A3FF7 have a functional and a
functional (read as not functional) output.
A1FF2 shows a 100-pps output and a 100-pps
output. The 100-pps output is the functional
or complement output. The 100 output is the
functional or real number output.

16-16. Returning to A1FF3, the first pulse
from A1FF2 sets A1FF3, producing a real
output of 1. This 1 does not set A1FF4
because it is not an active transition.
However, the second pulse clears A1FF3,
producing a real output of O. Since a 0 is an
active transition, this sets A1FF4. This means
that a flip-flop must have two input pulses
before it triggers the following flip-flop. The
pulses from A1FF4 affect A1FF5 in the same
manner, and so on down to A3FF7.

16-17. Cheat circuits. All the flip-flops are
set when the count reaches 8191, and all the
flip-flops clear when one more pulse comes in.
However, if pulses are fed in at the rate of
100 pps, it would seem to take 81.91 seconds
to fill the counter with a count of 8191. Since

the manufacturer chose to complete the cycle
in 51 seconds, a "cheat" network is designed
into the set so that the counter fills and clears
in 51 seconds. To accomplish this, the
counters are "cheated" at the counts of 3072,
4096, and 7168. Feedback circuits set
flip-flops that are normally clear so that the
count is cheated and the flip-flops show a
higher count than has been applied so that the
counters fill and clear in 51 seconds rather
than 81.92 seconds.

16-18. Figure 59 shows the actual count,
the cheated count, plus the elapsed time. At
the count of 3072, the actual count is 3072,
and the elapsed time is 30.72 seconds. At this
point, the 4, 16, 64, 128, and 512 flip-flops
(counters) are set, adding 724 to the total
count. The time base generator now reads
3796 counts even though the actual number
of pulses from A1FF2 is only 3072 and the
total time laspe is 30.72 seconds. The set
counts an additional 300 pulses before the
next cheat point is reached. The total count
in the counter is 4096, but only 3372 pulses
have been applied and 33.72 seconds have
elapsed. At this point, cheat circuits set the 4,
8, 32, 64, 512, and 1024 counters. This adds
an additional count of 1644. The total count
in the counter is now 5740 even though only
3372 pulses have been applied and 33.72
seconds have passed. When an additional 1428
pulses have been applied, the count in the
counter is 7168, the actual number of pulses
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applied is 4800, and 48 seconds have passed. 1 output from A5G7, which is the 3-second
The feedback circuits add 724 to the counter pulse. After 3 seconds, the TBG clears,
to make the total count in the counter 7892 inhibiting A5G8 again. The 1 from A5G8
when 4800 pulses have been applied in 48 enables A5G7, producing a 0 output. The
seconds. During the next 3 seconds, 300 circuit remains in this state until the TBG has
pulses are applied, and the time base counted 7168 pulses again. Notice that the
generator clears with the 300th pulse. Notice 3-second pulse goes to Fa 12, 16, and 17.
in figure 59 that all counters are set on the The 6-second pulse goes to Fa 10, 13, 17, and
count of 8191, and they all clear on the count 19.
of 8192. 16-23. Control Pulses. The control pulses

16-19. Looking at Fa 11, you can see how set up the circuits to average, extract, and
the cheat counts are accomplished. As shown display the input information on the
in figure 59, when the 1024 and 2048 indicators. These pulses clear the various
counters are set (count of 3072), the processors and counters and ready them for
complement output of A2FF6 is a 0, and the use again. Therefore, it is essential that you
real number output of A2FF7 is a 1. These know something about them. The gates that
two outputs enable A5G6. The 0 from A5G6 enable the control pulses are shown on Fa
sets A2FF3 and A1FF7 and is coupled 10. The shape, duration, and relative time of
through C3 and C:RA8 to A25EF7. The 0 these pulses are shown on the bottom part of
from A25EF7 inhibits A20G8. When A20G8 FO 29. The control pulse gates are enabled
is inhibited, A20G6 is enabled. With A20G6 (generated) by counters in the TBG.
enabled, the output 0 sets A2FF5, A1FF5, 16-24. The first control pulse that occurs
and A2FF2. Thus, the outputs of the 1024 is the RVR TRANSFER pulse, as shown on
and 2048 counters set A1FF5, A1FF7, FO 29. It is generated by the 28th pulse
A2FF2, A2FF3, and A2FF5, to produce the during the 3-second period. Figure 59 shows
first cheat. that the TBG has a count of 7892 at the end

16-20. The second cheat occurs at a count of 48 seconds. Therefore, 7892 + 28 = 7920,
of 4096. At this point, A3FF7 (4096 the total number of pulses in the TBG when
counter) is set. The 1 from the real number RVR TRANSFER starts. (In FO 29, two of
side of A3FF7 is coupled to A25EF6, which the small squares represents the time of one
enables A20G7, The 0 from A20G7 sets pulse.)
A1FF6, A2FF1, and A2FF6. The 0 from the 16-25. Remember that the diode gating
complement side of A3FF7 is coupled circuits shown on FO 10 are negative AND
through C4 and CR49 to A25EF7. This gates. Therefore, all the inputs must be a 1 to
inhibits A20G8, enables A20G6, and sets get an output. The 3-second pulse is applied
AIFF5, A2FF2, and A2FF5. to CR5. Since it is -12 volts during the

16-21. The third cheat occurs when 3-second compute period only, that is the
A2FF6 (1024 counter), A2FF7 (2048 only time the RVR transfer gate can be
counter), and A3FF7 (4096 counter) are set enabled. In addition, the output of the 256,
(count of 7168). This cheat works exactly the 128, 64, 32, and 16 TBG counters are also
same as the first cheat. A2FF6 and A2FF7 applied to the AND gate. At least one of these
provide the feedback count of 724. Since applies a 0 to the gate until the TBG count
A3FF7 is still set and has not been cleared reaches 7920. This enables the gate and
since the second cheat, it has no effect on the generates the RVR TRANSFER pulse at the
cheat count because there is no active output of A5Gl, Sixteen counts (160
transition at either output. milliseconds) later the 16 counter clears to

end the RVR TRANSFER pulse. It is not
16-22. 3-second pulse. The 3-second and generated again until the next 51-second

3-second pulses are generated during the last 3 cycle. (You can trace the other seven gates on
seconds of the 51-second cycle. The 3-second FO 10 in the same way.)
pulse comes from A5G8. A5G8 is inhibited 16-26. Film Code. The film code is on the
until A2FF6, A2FF7, and A3FF7 are set. drum. The film code is bits of logic that are
When all three flip-flops are set, the count is sent to the RVR crossover matching network.
7168. In figure 59, notice that it takes 48 The transmissivity counter is the other input
seconds for the TBG (time base generator) to to the crossover network, and the two inputs
count 7168 pulses. (The last cheat occurs at must match to get a drum step. The film code
this time and the TBG count changes to is shown on FO 30. To see what information
7892.) At the end of 33.72 seconds, A3FF7 must come from this code, refer to FO 7. FO
partially enables A5G8, and A5G6 enables 7 shows many outputs from the drum. The
A5G8 at the end ~f .4.8.seconds. At this time, bottom three outputs go to the light setting
the 0 from A5G8 inhibits A5G7, producing a (LS~ matching network. The middle eleven
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The alarm position is all white except V3 and V4 which are black.
Figure 60. MSD and LSD on film code.

out \.It crossover matching
network. The top eight outpu 0 the
RVR answer gating network. All of these bits
of logic come from the film code. Photocells
take the information from the film code.

16-27. Light setting matching network. On
FO 30, photocells V1, V2, and V3 select the
information that represents the light settings.
Notice that there are seven charts and each
chart has a different black and white code.
The black represents a 1 and the white
represents a O. For example, on the LS2 night
chart, the 1 and the 2s are Os and V3 is a 1;
on the LS3 night chart V1, V2, and V3, are
all 1, and so on. This logic causes the drum to
find the correct chart and V4 causes the drum
to stop at the beginning of the chart. (The
operation of this part of the computer is
covered again under the day-night selection
network.)

16-28. R VR crossover matching network.
Photocells V5 through V15 supply
information to the RVR crossover matching
network. As long as the transmissivity counter
output matches the film code output, the
drum steps to the next position. If the
transmissivity count does not match the film
code, the drum no longer steps. At the end of
48 seconds, the control pulses cause the value
under the eight photocells at the top of FO 7
to be coupled into the indicator circuits.

16-29. The table at the top of the LS3
night chart shows what each drum step
produces on the indicator. (This table applies
to each chart even though only one is shown.)
Place a straightedge under the " "
(minus-minus) and read the code on the chart.

You should read 1010 1010 for V16 through
V23. By placing these numerals on the 1, 2, 4,
2 chart, shown in figure 60, in the same way
that you would on a 1, 2, 4, 8 chart, you see
that this represents 44. Notice that this is not
the way a binary 4 is usually written. A
binary 4 is usually written as 0100. The 1010
is called an unreal four and is a minus on the
indicator.

16-30. The 1, 2, 4,2 system is used instead
of the 1, 2, 4, 8 system because the 1, 2, 4, 2
counters store nine pulses and clear on the
tenth pulse. This converts the binary counters
to the decimal system. The AN/FMN-1 uses 1,
2, 4, 2 counters in the primary and secondary
processor. Figure 60 also shows what you
read when the photocells are over the other
steps of the chart. (The photocells are shown
on FO 12.) Later in this text, one of these
film code readings is traced from the drum to
the indicator.

16-31. Day-Night Chart Selection
Network. The day-night chart selection
network feeds bits of logic to the chart
selection matching network. The chart
selection photocells provide the other input
to the chart selection matching network. Thus
the two inputs determine the output from the
matching network. In the MANUAL modes of
operation, the LIGHT SETTING switch
(S9-A) places a ground on the selected switch
setting, as shown on FO 18, top left. (FO 9
shows the physical location of S9.) The
ground biases the diodes in a gating network.
The combination of forward- or reverse-biased
diodes determines which chart the drum stops
on and which indicator lamp lights.
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16.32. A photocell detects whether it is
day or night. When it detects a night
condition, the photocell causes a ground to be
applied to CR17, as shown on FO 18. This
causes the computer to select the night chart.
Operators in the control tower select the
chart that they want to use. There is a manual
LIGHT SETTING switch on the front panel
of the FMN-1 that you can use to select any
day or night chart. (See S9 on FO 9.)

16·33. To explain the circuit operation,
assume that the LIGHT SETTING switch is in
the LS4N position. In the LS4N position,
ground is applied to the anodes of CR8 and
CR13 (FO 18), forward-biasing them. One
path of conduction is from the -12V power
supply, through R21, CRI5, and CR8 to
ground through the wiper of S9A. The other
path of conduction is through R20 and CR13
to ground. This places a 0 at the top of R21
and at the bottom of R20. Since CR10 is
reverse-biased, -12V or a 1 is at the top of
R19 and pin 33 of J33. This places a 1 at pin
33 and a 0 at pins 34 and 14 of J33. The 1 at
pin 33 goes through A6EF1 to A2913. The 0
at pin 34 goes through A6EF2 to A21I3. The
o at pin 14 goes through A6EF3 to A2912
and to R17.

16-34. The outputs of A2913, A21I3, and
A2912 control the indicator lights and the
drum. For the indicator light circuit, the
output of A2913 is a 0 and goes through pin
29 of J33 to forward-bias CR20 and CR24.
The 1 from A2II3 goes through pin 30 of J33
to reverse-bias CR21 and CR23. The 1 from
A2912 goes through pin 11 of J33 to the
emitters of Q9, Q12, and Q15. (This 1
inhibits all the day indicator light drivers.)
The 0 at the output of A39I1 goes through
pin 25 to the emitters of Q8, Ql1, Q14, and
Q17, partially enabling all these drivers. The 0
from A3212 goes through pin 32 of J33 to
forward-bias CR19 and CR25. The 1 from
A32I1 goes through pin 31 of J33 to
reverse-bias CR22 and CR26.

16-35. Emitter followers Q7, Q13, and
Q16 have at least one diode in their base
circuit forward-biased. This places a 0 on their
emitters, which cuts off drivers Q8, Q14, and
Q17. However, both CR21 and CR22 are
reverse-biased, placing a 1 on the base of Q10.
With the 1 on the emitter of QI0, the voltage
divider composed of R28 and R29 places a
small negative voltage on the base of Ql1,
causing it to conduct. This places a 0 at the
bottom of R30 to turn on DSll, shown on
FO 19, bottom center.

16-36. The other outputs from A32I1,
A3212, and A29I1 go to FO 12. A 1 is on line
IU and Os are on A and IV, providing one of

the inputs to each of the matching circuits.
The other input is supplied from the film
code by VI, V2, and V3. Remember the
photocells are on the LS4N chart. Looking at
the film code, you see that the film code for
L84 night is 011. The output of the
photocells is the complement of the film
code, or 100. Tracing this logic through the
emitter followers, you arrive at A12EOR7
with a 0, A12EOR6 with a 1, and A12EOR5
with a 1. Since both inputs to the EORs are
unmatched, the output of all three EORs is a
O. This 0 is coupled to A3213. A3213 inverts
the 0 and applies a 1 to A29G4, partially
enabling A29G4. When the drum is at the
beginning of the LS4N chart, V4 senses a 0 on
the film code and produces a 1 output. The 1
is applied to A713 through A6EF5, applying a
o to A7I2, a 1 to A7I1, and a 0 to A29G4,
which enables A29G4. The ° from A29G4
sets A3FF5, stopping the drum on the LS4N
chart. Notice that when the light setting and
film totally mismatch, all three EORs have a 0
output. R16, CR50, CR51, and CR52 are a
positive AND gate. Therefore, when all three
EORs have an output of 0 and the drum is on
the beginning of the chart, A3FF5 is set to
stop the drum.

16-37. RVR Crossover Network. The film
code and RVR crossover photocells provide
one input to the RVR crossover network. The
incoming transmissivity count provides the
second. If the transmissivity matches the film
code value, the drum steps to the next film
code value. When the transmissivity count no
longer matches the film code, the drum stops
and the RVR answer film code value at that
drum position becomes the RVR value.
Remember the correct chart is located and
the drum steps to the correct position on that
chart within 48 seconds. At the end of 48
seconds, the answer is displayed on the
indicators, the processors clear, and the
process begins again.

16-38. Looking at the film code, FO 30,
lay a straightedge to the right (or below) the
(- -) film code of the LS3 night chart. (The
RVR values, V16 through V23, are the same
on all charts.) You should read 11111000000
for V5 through V15. On FO 12, CR62, CR53,
CR54, CR55, CR56, CR57, CR58, CR60,
CR63, CR64, CR65, CR197, CR59, CR61,
and R49 form a negative AND gate. All of
these diodes must be reverse-biased to obtain
a drum step pulse output at Q.

16-39. The photocells produce a
complement output of the film code value, or
00000111111. This applies a 1 to A4EORl, a
1 to A4EOR2, and so on; and a 0 to
A4EOR6, A4EOR7, and so on. This is one
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input to the matching network (EaRs). The
other input comes from the transmissivity
counter on Fa 16. When A8FF1 (1) through
A8FF5 (16) are set, and A8FF6 (32) through
A9FF4 (1024) are clear, all of the EaRs are
matched and produce outputs of 1. There are
three more diodes, however, that must be
reverse-biased before there is a drum step.
First, the 3-second pulse signal must be at - 12
volts (this occurs during the 48-second time
interval). Second, A13SS1, shown on Fa 13,
left center, must be in its static state. Finally,
A16G5, shown on FO 19, must not have a
transmissivity pulse at its input. Thus when all
diodes are reverse-biased, there is a drum step
pulse.

16-40. The Signal Input. The signal from
the GMQ-10 enters the set at J39, pin M, as
shown on Fa 18, left center. The signal is
routed to the input board, where it is
reshaped by the monostable multivibrator
circuit. From there, it passes through a series
of gates into the various counters. To trace
the signal, notice that the signal leaves Fa 18
at A and enters at E on Fa 19. A5I1 inverts
the signal and it is applied through the
OPERATE position of Sl to the base of
A16G5. The negative pulses enable A16G5
only during the duration of the signal pulse.
The 0 output pulse from A16G5 partially
enables A16G4 and inhibits the drum step
during the pulse width, as previously
explained. There is a 1 on the base of A16G4
except during the 30 milliseconds that
A14SS1 conducts. Therefore, A16G4
conducts when the 0 from A16G5 is applied
to the emitter of A16G4. From A16G4, the
signal is applied to pin 8 of relay Kl. The
relay armature routes the signal out pin 6 to
the transmissivity counter.

16-41. The background signal pulses come
through the same circuit. When relay K1 on
Fa 19 is energized, the GMQ-10 projector
lamp is turned off and the resulting
background pulses are routed to pin 8 of relay
K1. From pin 8, the background goes through
pin 5 to the background counter.

16-42. Background Counter. The
background counter, shown on Fa 16, stores
the background count in its flip-flops
permanently after the first 3 minutes of
operation. There is only one automatic
background check each time the set is turned
on. Therefore, after the automatic
background check is made, the count in the
background counter remains the same until a
manual check is made, or the set is turned off
and then on again, or the mode switch is
operated. (Reset card.)

16-43. The background signal enters as

positive pulses at B on Fa 16, left center.
Since A10FF7 is clear, it applies a 1 to the
base of A17G5, enabling the gate. The
background pulses from A17G5 go to two
places-the background counter, and a
negative AND gate made up of five diodes and
a resistor. The input to the background
counter is at A9FF5. These counters operate
the same as those in the time base generator.
However, there are two special outputs from
the background counter. We will discuss them
separately.

16-44. Background complementing
network. The flip-flops count the number of
incoming background pulses. Each of these
flip-flops has a gate connected to the
complement side. Therefore, each flip-flop
that is set in the background counter inhibits
a gate. Remember when the background
counter flip-flops are set, the 0 remains on the
base of its respective gate until a manual
background check is made or the set is turned
off and then on again. When the last control
pulse, ENTER COMPLEMENT, is applied, it
enables the other gates, putting the ones
complement into the transmissivity counter.
For example, if the background count is 409,
the 1, 8, 16, 128, and 256 counters are set.
A7G1, AlIG7, AlIG1, AlIG4, and AlIG5
are disabled. The ENTER COMPLEMENT
pulse enables the other gates. This sets the 2,
4, 32, and 64 counters in the transmissivity
counter and the ENTER COMPLEMENT
pulse sets the 512 and 1024 counters. This is
necessary to obtain the ones complement
because all the Osmust be changed to Is, and
vice versa. When the 3-second period ends, the
FMN-l begins to count transmissivity again.
Since some flip-flops are already set, the first
409 tr ansmissivity pulses fill the
transmissivity counter and the next one clears
it. The remaining transmissivity pulses are
counted by the transmissivity counter. In this
way, the background count is subtracted from
the transmissivity count.

16-45. As you will see, the background
count never exceeds a count of 410. This is
why the 512 and 1024 counters are set by the
ENTER COMPLEMENT pulse. The output of
the 1024 counter goes to the subtraction
detection flip-flop, A30FF7, shown on Fa
13, left center. When the transmissivity
counter fills and clears, A30FF7 sets to
partially enable A16G6. This allows the drum
step pulse to pass through A16G6.

16-46. Background alarm circuit. The
background alarm lamp illuminates when the
background counter detects a count of 410.
This value is used because it has been
determined that the background count never
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reaches 410 unless there is an equipment
malfunction.

16-47. The second output from the
background counter in Fa 16 goes to a
negative AND gate consisting of CR124,
CR125, CR126, CR127, CR12S, and R86.
When the count reaches 409, the 1, 8, 16,
128, and 256 counters are set. The real
number output of the 8, 16, 128, and 256
counters reverse-biases all the diodes except
CR128. CR128 is reverse-biased during the
interval between each input pulse. Therefore,
after a count of 409, all five diodes are
reverse-biased between each pulse. The -12V
at R86 places a 1 on the base ofA11G6.
When A9FF6 sets on the 410th pulse, it
enables AllG6. The output of AllG6 sets
AI0FF7, inhibiting A17G5. This prevents any
additional background pulses from reaching
the background counter. When A10FF7 is set,
it enables A20G5, lighting the background
alarm lamp, DS2.

16-48. Transmissivity Counter. The
transmissivity counter begins counting
transmissivity when the background count has
been subtracted. (The counters operate the
same as those in the time base generator.) The
transmissivity counter outputs go to the RVR
crossover matching network shown on Fa 12,
supplying the second of the two inputs to the
RVR crossover matching network. When the
transmissivity count matches the number on
the film code, the drum steps to the next
higher chart, and so on. Each time the drum
steps, the transmissivity counter clears and
begins to count transmissivity pulses again.
This continues until the transmissivity count
is unable to match the film code count. When
this happens, the drum does not step.
Consequently during the 3-second compute
period, other circuits take the information
from photocells V16 through V23 to derive
the RVR reading. You win study the way this
is accomplished later in this volume. Right
now, we will examine what causes the chum
to step when the transmissivity count matches
the film code count.

16-49. Drum Stepping Circuit. Remember
from the discussion of the RVR crossover
network that when the transmissivity and the
film code COUIltsmatch and it is not during
the 3-second period, A13SS1 is in its static
condition, and no transmissivity pulse is
present, the drum stepping pulse is generated.
As shown on Fa 8, this pulse is applied
through A5G4 to the field minimum counter,
through A17Gl to the transmissivity alarm
control flip-flop, and to the drum driver.
A6SS1. .

Hi-50. From the diodes on FO 12, the

drum step pulse is applied to A16G6 on FO
13. Remember that A16G6 is partially
enabled by A30FF7 when the 1024
transmissivity counter clears, indicating that
background has been subtracted from the
transmissivity. If these conditions are met, the
drum step is applied through A5G4 to the
field minimum counter. (The base of A5G4
has a 1on the base, as will be explained in the
discussion of the field minimum counter.)
The second output goes out E on Fa 13 to J
on FO 16. The drum step partially enables
A17Gl. The final drum step output goes out
K on Fa 13 to T on FO 17, bottom center, to
trigger A6SS1. The output of A6SS1 also goes
to three places First, jt clears the
transmissivity COllui<>r hy t.riggering A12PD4
and A12PD5 on FO 16 Second. it trig@rs
A13SS1 on FO 13 to disable the drum
stepping AND gate for 100 milliseconds. (ThIS
prevents multiple drum steps.) Third, A6SS1
sets A26FFfi 011 FO 12 A 26FF5 sets
A26FF6 and A26FF7, which causes the drum
to step. The drum will not step again unless
another active transition is applied to A26FF5.

16-51. RVR Answer Gating Network. The
RVR answer gating network transfers the
R VR answer from the film code to the
primary processor. Film code information is
always under the RVR answer photocells, but
this information is not transferred to the
primary processor until the RVR TRANSFER
control pulse is generated. The RVR
TRANSFER pulse is the first control pulse
generated in the 3-second period.

16·52. V16 through V23 are the RVR
answer photocells, as shown on FO 12. These
photocells are over one of the steps on the
film code at the end of 48 seconds. This step
is determined by the number of transmissivity
pulses counted by the transmissivity counter,
as previously explained. V16 through V19 are
the most significant digit (MSD) of the
answer, and V20 through V23 are the least
sign ificant digit (LSD). The MSD is written in
the tens column. For example, the MSD of 40
is 4 and the LSD of 40 is O. Remember, the
RVR answer gating network uses the 1, 2, 4,
2 system of counting to convert binary
numbers to decimal numbers. The way in
which this information is extracted and
passed through the various gates is similar to
that of the RVR crossover network. The RVR
answer is applied to the bases of A15G1
through A15G7 and A16Gl. The RVR
TRANSFER pulse enables these gates,
allowing the RVR answer to be applied to the
primary processor, shown on FO 14.

16-53. Primary Processor. The
complement of the answer on the film code is
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applied to the primary processor when RVR
TRANSFER pulse is generated. The
information in the RVR answer gating
network sets the flip-flops of the primary
processor directly. The primary processor is
not a counter like the transmissivity counter
on ~he TBG, The primary processor applies
~he information to the indicator; however, the
indicator circuit is ungrounded. Therefore,
~o~ cannot see the information on the digital
indicators. The ground is supplied by a
control pulse at the appropriate time.

16-54. When the primary processor is in
operation, the set is in the 3-second period,
and the control pulses are being generated.
You need to know something about the
control pulses before proceeding. They are
listed below by name, purpose, and the
sequence in which they are generated.
) • RVR TRANSFER-Moves the RVR
answer from the RVR matching network to
the primary processor.
L • IPRlMAR Y SET-Moves the RVR answer
from the primary processor to the indicator
and samples for "- - " or "++."

3 • RESET PRIMARY-Works only when
PRIMAR Y SET detects "- - " or "++."

~ • START SCAN-Moves the number from
the primary processor into the averaging
network.
S • RESET SECONDARY-Clears the
secondary processor if A27FF5 and A27FF6 I

indicate a number less than 10 or greater than
60.

~ • ENTER "- - " or "++"-Enters the
proper logic if RESET SECONDARY has
cleared primary processor.
7 • SE CONDARY SET-Updates
secondary indicator every 510 seconds.

&' • ENTER COMPLEMENT-Enters the
complement of the background into the
transmissivity counter so the background can
be subtracted from the transmissivity.

16-55. You can understand the operation
of the primary processor more easily if the
operation for a number other than "--" or
"++" is explained first. Assuming that the
drum has stepped nine times, the RVR answer
on the film code is 0010 1100, or 26. The
complement of 0010 1100, 1101 0011, is
applied to gates A15G1 through A15G7 and
~16G1. When RVR TRANSFER pulse comes
m, the information is inverted and transferred
to the primary processor. This sets flip-flops
A18FF1, A18FF2, A19FF1, A19FF3, and
A19F~4 on FO 14. Checking the flip-flops,
you find that 73 is stored in the primary
processor. The outputs go to FO 20, which is
the primary indicator. You cannot see the
answer until the PRIMARY SET pulse is

the

applied to J at the lower left of FO 20. This
grounds both the MSD and LSD and the
primary indicator now shows an RVR value
of 26, which means 2600 feet.

16-56. Notice on FO 14 that the
information from the primary processor goes
to pla?es other than the indicator. Checking
the flip-flop outputs, notice that when 73
(RVR of 26) is in the primary processor
CR76 is forward-biased to inhibit A17G3 th~
"++" detector. CR83 is forward-biased to
inhibit A17G4, the "--" detector. CR87 and
CR94 are forward-biased along with CR102
to inhibit A20G1, and CR151 to inhibit
A20G2. Therefore, these gates block the
PRIMAR Y SET and RESET PRIMARY
control pulses when they are generated.

16-57. However, when the fourth control
pulse, START SCAN, is generated, it enters
FO 14 at L to clear A19FF5. When A19FF5
clears, it enables A20G3 and A16G8 to pass
the 400-pps signal from the TBG, which is
applied to the base of A16G8 through S1.
The 400-pps output from A16G8 goes to the
base of A20G3 and through A20I2 to the
divide-by-10 counter No. 1. The first pulse
produces a 0 from A16G8. Therefore, A2012
produces an output 1. Since the 1 is not an
active transition, it does not trigger the
divide-by-10 No. 1 counter. The 0 output
from A16G8 does not enable A20G3.
However, after the first pulse passes A16G8
it is inhibited again. The 1 output enable~

I A20G3, and the 0 output from A2012 triggers
the divide-by-10 No. 1 counter. The
important point is that the first pulse is lost
as you will soon see. The 400 pps through
A20G3 begins to fill the primary processor.
~ince the processor is storing 73, 26 pulses fill
It, and one more pulse clears it. When the
processor clears, A19FF4 sets A19FF5. This
inhibits A20G3 and A16G8 again. Though it
takes 27 pulses to fill and dear the primary
processor, only 26 pulses are applied to the
divide-by-10 No. 1 counter since the first
pulse is lost. This is important because these
pulses represent the complement of the
number in the primary processor and supply
the 10-minute average to the secondary
processor.

16-58. The primary processor operates a
little differently when a "- -" or "++"
condition occurs. A "- -" condition is an
RVR of less than 10 (1000 feet). A "++"
condition is an RVR above 65 (6500 feet).
These input values still have to be averaged
~or. the 10-min.ute ~verage on the secondary
indicator, To simplify the averaging process,
the FMN-1 replaces a "- - " condition with an
08 and a "++" condition with a 65. To show
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how this is done, a "- -" condition is taken
through the primary processor next.

16-59. If the drum never steps past the
first position, the photocells sense a 1010
1010 on the film code and apply the
complement, 0101 0101, to A15G1 through
A15G7 and A16G1 on FO 12. When the RVR
TRANSFER pulse comes in, this information
is transferred to the primary processor.
(Remember that the gates invert the logic,
sending a 1010 1010 to the primary
processor.) This sets A18FF1, A18FF3,
A19FF1, and A19FF3 in the primary
processor. CR 76 and CR80 are
forward-biased, placing a 0 on the base of
A17G3, which inhibits that gate. CR77,
CR83, and CR86 are reverse-biased; therefore,
the -12V (1) at R69 is applied to the base of
A17G4 to partially enable the gate. When
PRIMARY SET, the second control pulse, is
generated, it comes in at D on Fa 14 and
triggers A24SS1. A24SS1 puts out a positive
30-millisecond pulse. This places a 0 on the
emitter of A17G3 and A17G4. Since A17G4
is enabled, the 0 from A17G4 forward-biases
CR105 and is applied to A20Il. Since the 1
out of A20Il is not an active transition, it
does not trigger the pulse driver. However, at
the end of the 30-millisecond pulse, A17G4 is
inhibited again, and the output from A20Il is
an active transition which triggers A12PD2.
A12PD2 clears the entire processor.

16-60. As we stated earlier, when a "--"
condition is detected, OS is inserted in place
of the "- -." The processor must be clear
before the 08 is fed in. When the processor is
clear, CR87 and CR94 are reverse-biased.
Since A19FF6 is cleared by the power reset
during turn on, the 1 at the complement
output reverse-biases CR103. This places a 1
on the base of A20G 1 to partially enable it.
The 0 from the real output of A19FF6
forward-biases CR152, placing a 0 on the base
of A20G2 to inhibit it. When the third
control pulse, RESET PRIMARY, is
generated, it enables A20Gl. The 0 output
from A20G1 sets A19FF4, A19FF3,
A19FF2, A19FF1, and A1SFFl. Therefore,
the processor contains the number 91, and 91
is the nines complement of OS.

16-61. When the fourth control pulse,
START SCAN, is generated, A19FF5 clears,
enabling A16G8 and A20G3. Therefore, the
400-pps signal from the TBG enables A16G8,
fills and clears the primary processor, and
feeds the divide-by-10 counter No.1, as
previously explained. Since the primary
processor is preset to 91, eight counts fill the
processor and the ninth pulse clears it.
However, only eight pulses go to the

divide-by-If) No.1 counter. Eight is what we
wanted to average for the Ltl-minute readout
when "- - " is detected. The "++" condition is
left for you to figure out. If you understand
the way that the other numbers and "--" are
processed, you should have no trouble with
"++. "

16-62. Primary Indicator. The digital
display units are sealed. Since the unit is
sealed, very little is known about its internal
construction. The output from the primary
processor enters the primary indicator at A
through H on Fa 20. (CAUTION: Fa 22 is a
schematic of the secondary indicator. Do not
refer to the wrong schematic when you are
troubleshooting.) After the signal passes
through the appropriate gates, inverters, and
emitter followers, it is applied to the sealed
unit. C3, C4, C5, and C6 are the inputs for
the LSD. D3, D4, D5, and D6 are the inputs
for the MSD. The indicators do not change
the display until the PRINIARY SET pulse is
applied to C7 and D7. There are several small
relays in the back of the sealed unit that
apply the signal to a series of coils, sealed in a
type of "plotting" material. When the
PRIMARY SET pulse is applied, it enables the
appropriate coil to energize the digital
readout.

16 -63. The primary indicator has
provisions for a remote readout, known as the
auxiliary message device. This network is
shown on the right side of Fa 20. The same
digital unit displays either or both the LSD
and MSD. The operator controls the readout
by sending "commands" to A28FF7. (The
commands are negative pulses, shown on the
right of Fa 20.) Command No. 2 clears
A28FF7. When A28FF7 is clear, CR180,
CR179, CR 182, and CR1S3 are
reverse-biased, inhibiting the LSD. A21G5
through A22G1 are enabled and the remote
indicator reads the MSD. Command No.1 sets
A28FF7 to display the LSD. The single
command is designed so that the LSD is
displayed first, followed immediately by the
MSD. The single command is a double pulse
that first sets A28FF7 and then clears it. The
MSD and LSD of both the primary and
secondary displays are gated simultaneously.
The auxiliary message devices can be located
at a remote site.

16-64. Divide-by-If) Counter No. 1. This
counter receives the pulses from the primary
processor. To average the pulses and divide by
10, one pulse is fed to the secondary
processor after the first six pulses in and
thereafter one for each ten pulses in. The
pulses enter at B on Fa 15 and are applied to
A3FFl. Remember, these pulses are the 400
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Cycles Pulses From Pulses in Divide Secondary Pulses in Divide
A2012 By 10 Counter 1 Processor By 10 Counter 2

(Remainder)

0 0 4 (Preset 4) 0 0
1 8 2 1 1
2 8 0 2 2
3 8 8 2 3
4 8 6 3 4
5 8 4 4 5
6 8 2 5 6
7 8 0 6 7
8 8 8 6 8
9 8 6 7 9

10 8 4 8 10

Figure 61. The averaging process of the divide-by-l0 counter.

pps that fill and clear the primary processor.
For the purpose of explanation, let's use the
"- -" condition because only eight pulses
reach the divide-by-10 No.1 counter during
each 51-second cycle. Figure 61 shows how
the averaging is done for each cycle. To see
the way the circuit operates, begin with initial
set turn on.

16-65. At the end of the first 150
milliseconds, the POWER ON RESET pulse
(shown at E on Fa 15) is routed through the
divide-by-10 counter No.2 to set A27FF7. At
the end of another 5.12 seconds the
DELAYED RESET pulse enters at J to clear
A27FF7. (Trace this through Fa 10, 13, and
17.) This provides an active transition to
trigger A25SS1. The positive pulse from
A25SS1 inhibits A32G8 for 30 milliseconds.
The trailing edge of the 30-millisecond pulse
enables A32G8 and provides an active
transition to A3FF3. This presets the counter
to a count of 4. At the end of the third
48-second period, the control pulses transfer
the RVR answer to the primary processor.
The primary processor fills and clears to send
the first eight pulses to the divide-by-10 No.1
counter. The 0 cycle in figure 61 shows the
preset of 4 that is placed in the counter
during the warmup period. At the end of the
first cycle (third 48-second period), eight
pulses are fed into the divide-by-10 counter
No. 1. Five of these pulses fill the
divide-by-10 No.1 counter. The sixth pulse
sets A3FF2 and A3FF4. Notice that the real
output of A3FF2 partially enables A20G4.
The complement output of A3FF4 enables
A20G4. When A20G4 is enabled at a count of

10, the 0 output triggers A12PD3, clearing
the entire counter. In the process of clearing
the counter, one pulse is transferred to the
secondary processor when A3FF4 clears. The
seventh and eighth pulses are stored in the
divide-by-10 counter as a remainder of 2. You
may wonder what happens to the preset
count of 4. Notice that after A27FF7 clears
to trigger A25SS1, A27FF7 is not set again.
Since it takes an active transition to trigger
A25SS1, the multivibrator cannot be
triggered until A27FF7 is set and cleared
again. This operation is discussed in the
theory of the divide-by-10 counter No.2.

16-66. As figure 61 shows, there are two
pulses in the divide-by-10 counter No.1 and
one pulse in the secondary processor at the
end of the first cycle. At the end of the
second cycle of a "- - " condition, eight more
pulses enter the divide-by-10 No.1 counter.
The eighth pulse clears the counter (since it
has a count of 2 in it) and sends another pulse
to the secondary processor. On the third
cycle, the eight pulses do not fill the counter;
therefore, no pulse is transmitted to the
secondary processor. This process continues
through the tenth cycle, at which time the
secondary processor contains a count of 8.
Eight is the average number of pulses that
entered the No. 1 counter during the 10
cycles. This procedure is followed for other
RVR answers as well. In effect, the
divide-by-10 counter No.1 adds the pulses for
the entire 10 cycles and divides by 10 to
obtain the average number of pulses. Notice
that the No. 1 counter clears each time
A3FF2 and A3FF4 are both set. Study of the
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divide-by-If counter No.2 shows the way the
preset count of 4 is reentered when the 10
cycles ("10-minute average") are complete.

16-67. Divide-by-IO Counter No.2. The
divide-by-lO counter No. 2 counts the
START SCAN pulses. START SCAN is the
fourth control pulse and follows the pulses
used by No.1 counter.

16-68. As figure 61 shows, during the
averaging process of the No.1 counter, the
START SCAN pulses are being counted by
the No.2 counter. The START SCAN pulses
control A27FF7. When ten START SCAN
pulses have been counted, A2SFF2 and
A28FF4 are set. These flip-flops enable
A16G2, triggering A31PD2. This clears the
No. 2 counter and sets A27FF7. The eighth
control pulse, ENTER COMPLEMENT, clears
A27FF7 before the next 51-second. cycle
begins. When A27FF7 clears, it triggers
A25SS1 with an active transition and inserts
the preset count of 4 in the No. 1 counter
again. The preset 4 is inserted so that the
divide-by-10 counter No. 1 "averages" the
count. That is. if more than half of ten pulses
(six pulses) are applied to the counter, they
place a count in the secondary processor. Also
notice that A27FF7, once cleared, stays clear
for 10 cycles. As long as A27FF7 is clear,
there can be no SECONDARY SET control
pulse. This pulse is needed to update the
secondary indicator. A27FF7 is set at the end
of 10 cycles (START SCAN pulses) and
enables the SECONDARY SET pulse.

16-69. Secondary Processor. The
secondary processor stores the "Lu-minute"
(10-cycle) RVR average. When a "--" or
"++" condition is detected, the processor
clears and inserts an unreal 44 for a "- - " or
an unreal 33 for a "++" condition. Then the
indicator must be updated. After the update,
the control pulse that updates the secondary
indicator must be disabled for the next 9
cycles. Since we traced the "- -" condition
through the divide-by-l0 counter No.1, we
should see the way the «, - " is placed in the
secondary processor as well. Assuming that
the 48-second counting periods have passed,
and the tenth 3-second period is just
beginning, the following discussion explains
the operation of the control pulses in the
secondary processor.

16-70. The R-lR TRANSFER pulse
transfers the RVR answer to the primary
processor. The PRIMARY SET pulse updates
the primary indicator and detects the "- - "
condition. When the "- -" condition is
detected. the RESET PRIMARY pulse clears
the primary processor and inserts a count of

91 for the "--" condition. The START
SCAN pulse causes the primary processor to
fill and clear and sends the complement of the
primary processor answer to the divide-by-l0
counter No.1. This sends the eighth pulse to
the secondary processor. At the same time,
the divide-by-l O counter No.2 sets A27FF7.
When A27FF7 sets, the SECONDARY SET
pulse is finally enabled-The first four control
pulses have prepared the secondary processor
for the readout. Let us examine the condition
of the secondary processor before proceeding.

16-71. With a count of 8, A26FF2,
A26FF3, and A26FF4 are set. A27FFl
through A27FF6 are clear. A27FF7 is set,
which reverse-biases CR115 and CR116 with
the real number output and enables A29G5
and partially enables A29G6 with the
complement output. With A29G5 enabled, its
o output inhibits A29G3. With CRll5,
CRll 7, and CR123 reverse-biased, A29G2 is
partially enabled by the -12V at the bottom
of R82. A29Gl is inhibited by the 0 from CR
121 and the real number output of A27FF6.
CRll 7 is reverse-biased, CRll8 is
forward-biased, and CR122 and CR123 are
reverse-biased. CR115, CR1l7, CR123, and
R82 form a negative AND gate. All are
reverse-biased; therefore, the 1 partially
enables A29G2. This sets the condition of the
secondary processor. What happens when the
remaining four control pulses are generated?

16-72. The RESET SECONDARY pulse
comes in at H and inhibits A29G5. CR119,
CR120, and R83 are a negative AND gate that
detects a "--" or "++." Therefore, A29G3 is
enabled, triggering A31PD3 and A31PD4. The
pulse drivers clear the entire secondary
processor. When the ENTER - -" or "++"
pulse comes in at G, it enables A29G2. The a
output from A29G2 sets A26FF2, A26FF4,
A27FF2, and A27FF4. This places the unreal
44 or "- -" into the secondary processor.
When the SECONDARY SET pulse enters the
secondary indicator at J of FO 22, it updates
the readout to "--" The ENTER
COMPLEMENT pulse enters at J of Fe 15 to
clear A27FF7 to begin another 10 cycles.

16-73. If the count in the secondary
processor is 10 or more but less than 61,
A27FF5 sets. \~ith A27FF5 set, CR1l8 and
CR122 are reverse-biased to enable A29G6.
A29G6 inhibits A29G3. With A29G3
inhibited, the RESET SECONDARY pulse
does not clear the processor as it did in the
"- -" condition. A27FF5 also applies a 0
from the complement outputs, through
CRll 7, to the base of A29G2, inhibiting it.
Therefore, "- -" (44) is not entered into the
secondary processor. When the SECONDARY
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SET pulse updates the secondary indicator, it
displays the number in the secondary
processor. A27FF6 controls the "++"
operation; it is set by the 61st pulse to the
secondary processor. See if you can trace the
operation for "++."

16-74. Secondary Indicator. The purpose
of the secondary indicator, shown in FO 22 is
to display the 10-minute RVR average. The
indicator units are sealed here as well as in the
primary indicator. There is also provisions for

.an auxiliary message device. Since the circuit
analysis is similar to that of the primary
indicator, we will not discuss it again. Be
careful of one thing, however. When you are
troubleshooting an FMN-1, be sure you are
aware that each indicator has its own
schematic and that you choose the right one.

16-75. Transmissivity Alarm Circuit. The
transmissivity alarm circuit lights a lamp,
DS3, on the front panel, as shown on FO 9.
When the lamp lights, it signifies that there is
an equipment malfunction because the
transmissivity is measuring higher than it can
normally go. How is the alarm triggered?
Remember that the last step on the film code
is the alarm position. That means the drum
must step past "++" to reach the alarm
position. In the alarm position, the RVR
crossover film code values are all Is, and the
light setting values are all Os. VI, V2, and V3
on FO 12 each detects a O. The photocell
output is all Is. The Is pass through the
inverters and they are applied to two places as
Os. In addition to the EORs, the Os
forward-bias CR161, CR162, and CR163 to
inhibit A22G8. The 1 output from A22G8
goes to H on FO 16 to enable A17Gl. This
sets A3FF6. A3FF6 inhibits A16G3, blocking
the transmissivity pulses from the
transmissivity counter. The real number

. output of A3FF6 enables A17G6, turning on
the alarm lamp.

16-76. Field Minimum Counter. The
purpose of the field minimum counter is to
turn on the field minimum alarm lamp when
the RVR value does not reach a preset
minimum value. The switch that presets the
minimum value is located in the top of the
chassis, just behind the indicators. This
switch, S4, is not shown on FO 9. Before
analyzing the field minimum counter, locate
the - 12V and ground that are applied to the
contacts of S4A on FO 13. The - 12V is
applied to contact 24 and the switch is
grounded at pin 21. Pick either the -12V or
g~ound ?onnection and trace it through all
five sections of the switch. We suggest using a
colored pencil to color the contacts.

16-77. Each step has a corresponding film

code. For example, the field minimum switch
is shown in the 28 or 2800-foot position.

. Starting at contact 24, this is the tenth
position. Now look at the film code on FO
30. Starting at the "--" position of the chart,
28 or 2800 feet is the tenth step of the film
code. Contact 24 of S4 represents the "- - "
step on the film code, contact 1 represents
the 0 step on the film code, and so on.

16-78. The position of the field minimum
switch is determined when the set is installed .
Once it is determined, the switch position is
seldom changed. Since the switch on FO 13 is
shown in the 2800-foot position, we will use
it for explanatory purposes. Before beginning
circuit analysis, check the condition of the
field minimum counter. Assume that the
transmissivity count has just begun, and the
drum has not stepped from the "- - " position.
From S4, A31EOR1 has a 1 input, A31EOR2
has a 0, A31EOR3 has a 1, A31EOR4 has a 0,
and A31EOR5 has a 1. The second input is
supplied by the flip-flops. When the drum
sets, the flip-flops count DRUM STEP pulses.
The DRUM STEP pulses enter at C and are
applied to A16G6. Remember that A30FF7
sets when A9FF4 (FO 16) clears, indicating
that the subtraction of background has taken
place. This enables A16G6 to couple the
DRUM STEP pulses to A5G4. Since all the
flip-flops in the field minimum counter are
clear, the second input to the EORs is all Is.
Therefore, CR71, CR73, and CR75 are
reverse-biased. CR72 and CR74 are
forward-biased, applying a 0 to A5I2. A512
inverts the 0 and applies a 1 to the base of
A5G4 through A25EF10. This enables A5G4
so that the DRUM STEP pulses can trigger the
flip-flops in the field minimum counter.

16-79. After the tenth DRUM STEP pulse
enters the field minimum counter, A30FF2
and A30FF4 are set. (This is a 1, 2, 4, 8, 16
counter.) With A30FF2 and A30FF4 set,
both inputs to all EORs match. The diodes,
CR71 through CR75, are reverse-biased to
apply a 1 to A5I2. The 0 output from A512
inhibits A5G4 and A5G3 through A25EF10
and partially enables A5G2. A5G4 blocks
additional DRUM STEP pulses from the
counter. The circuit remains in the state until
the end of the 48-second period. The

. 3-second pulse at the end of 48 seconds
enables A5G2, which insures that A30FF6 is
clear. A30FF6 inhibits A5G5 to keep DS1
from illuminating. At the end of. the
3-secondpulse, the active transition triggers
A31PD1 to clear the counter and the process
repeats.

16-80. However, suppose that only nine
DRUM STEP pulses enter the counter during
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the 48-second period. In this case, A30FF4
and A30FF1 are set. CR71 and CR72 are
forward-biased, applying a 0 to A512. The 1
from A512 inhibits A5G2 and partially
enables A5G3 through A25EFI0. When the
48-second period is over, the 3-secondpulse
does nothing because A5G2 is inhibited.
However, the RVR TRANSFER pulse at M of
FO 13 enables A5G3. The active transition
sets A30FF6, enabling A5G5, which turns on

-~\ DSl. This indicates that the field minimum
~ RVR has not been reached. At the end of the
, 3-secondpulse, the active transition triggers

A31PDl again to clear the counter and the
process repeats.

16-81. There are other AN/FMN-l circuits,
such as test I, test II, and test III, that we
have not discussed, but they are covered in
the next section. You use these three
positions or the TEST SELECTOR switch to
troubleshoot the set. The observers sometimes
use them to check out the set. The next
section covers some maintenance and the test
positions of the AN/FMN-l.

r------,

17. Testing and Maintenance
17-1. Now that you have gone through the

block, circuit, and logic analyses of the
AN/FMN-1, you are ready to study the
built-in test modes of operation and some tips
on maintenance. Our discussion begins with
the test circuits.

17-2. Test Circuits. The test functions are
accomplished by a series of switch
connections, controlled by switches mounted
on the front panel (FO 9). Switch SI, TEST
SELECTOR, determines the mode of
operation. Switch S2, PULSE RATE
SELECTOR, determines the frequency of
pulses that are used during test III and test II
(internal). Switch S3, TEST III COUNTER
SELECTOR, selects the counter to observe
during the test III mode. Switch S7, AUTO
(TEST III RATE CONTROL), is a
spring-loaded switch. You use it in the test III
mode to automatically insert pulses into the
counter selected by S3 at the rate selected by
the PULSE RATE SELECTOR switch, Switch
S8, MAN (TEST III RATE CONTROL), is a
spring-loaded switch that you use in the test
III mode to insert individual pulses into the
counter selected by S3. Each time S8 is
toggled, one pulse or count is generated. You
use switch S13, MAN DIS UPDATE (TEST
III RATE CONTROL), to update the primary
and secondary indicators to the count in the
primary and secondary processors during the
test III mode. Indicator lamps DS5, DS6, and
DS7 indicate which test mode is in use. The

following discussion covers each test mode,
including what it tests and how it tests it.

17-3. Test I mode. In test mode I, the
normal cycling time is changed from 51
seconds to 5.12 seconds. This is done in two
ways. First, it removes the AN/GMQ-IO input
to the transmissivity and background counters
by disconnecting the output of A511 through
SI-CF (FO 19) to partially enable A16G5
with -12 volts. Second, it holds the 512
count flip-flop, A2FF5 (FO 11), in set
condition by coupling the output of the 256
count flip-flop, A2FF4, to the set input of
A2FF5 rather than the toggle input. SI-CF
does this. The result is that 512 counts after
turn on (5.12 seconds), ail computer timing
gates are enabled by the output of A2FF5
through SI-AF (FO 10). What does this do to
the operating indications?

17-4. In test I mode, only about one-half
the AN/FMN-l is operating. The drum
rotates, control pulses are generated (at a
faster rate), and the processors and indicators
operate. The primary display starts with an
indication of "--" and changes indications
each 5.12 seconds. The indicator changes in
increments of 2 between 10 and 40 and in
increments of 5 between 40 and 60. When the
primary indicator reaches "++" (one step
after 60) the reading remains "++." The
secondary display indicates 17 after the
primary displays 26. It remains at 17 until the
primal)' display indicates 55. At this time, the
secondary display changes to 39. The
secondary indicator indicates "++"
approximately 41 seconds after the primary
indicator reaches "++." In effect, test I causes
the drum to step, starting at "-- ," and going
through "++." Each time the drum steps, the
processor reads the drum film code and the
control pulses update the indicators and step
the drum again each 5.12 seconds until "++"
is reached on both indicators. If test I is
working properly, the processors, control
pulses, drum stepping, and indicator circuits
are operating normally. To perform a more
thorough (but longer) test, you use the test II
mode, discussed in the following paragraphs.

17-5. Test II mode. The operation of the
set in the test II mode is identical to normal
operation except that the AN/GMQ-10 input
circuit is disconnected. The input pulses are
supplied either externally through J41 and 81
(FO 9) or internally through S2. In the
internal position of test II, S2 supplies pulses
at a rate determined by the position of the
PULSE RATE SELECTOR switch. When you
are performing test II, place the PULSE
RATE SELECTOR switch to 12.5 PPS, the
LIGHT SETTING switch to LS5 (NIGHT),
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TABLE 3
TEST II NORMAL INDICATION

Light Setting
Pulse
Rate Day Night

183
LS2 184 185 182 183 184 185

l2.5 -- 10 12 14 16 18 18

25 12 16 20 24 28 34 34

50 30 34 45 55 ++ ++ ++

and POWER switch to ON. With an input of
600 pulses (12.5 pps X 48 seconds) the
background alarm light illuminates. This
indicates that the background counter has a
count of 410. Do not activate the RESET
switch. Approximately 3 minutes after turn
on, the primary indicator should read 18, as
illustrated in table 3. The reason 18 appears is
that the transmissivity count is 190 (600 -
410). A transmissivity count of between 134
and 198 gives an RVR indication of 18 with
the LIGHT SETTING switch on LS5. The
technical order says to change the LIGHT
SETTING switch to LS4 10 seconds after the
indicator updates. Remember that the set is
operating on the 51-second cycle.

17-6. When the indicator first updates, the
drum recycles to the chart determined by the
LIGHT SETTING selector. At the time of
updating, it was still in LS5 (night) position.
Therefore, on the next update (51 seconds
after the 18 first appeared), 18 still appears
on the indicator even though the LIGHT
SETTING switch is now at LS4. Table 3
shows that there should be an indication of
16 when the LIGHT SETTING switch is in
LS3. Again, this is because the light setting
was changed 10 seconds after an update. The
drum has already cycled before the light
setting was changed. If you leave the LIGHT
SETTING switch in the same position for two
updates, the indicator steps to the next
number. For example, the LS2 (night) setting
requires between 263 and 404 transmissivity
pulses to indicate 14, but the LS3 (night)
setting requires between 141 and 236 to
indicate 14. Since the transmissivity count is

190 (600 - 410), it appears that table 3 is
wrong. Remember the difference is when you
change the switch setting. If you leave the
LIGHT SETTING switch at LS3 after the
update to 16, the next update will indicate
14. This makes the drum and light setting
match. If test II checks out the entire
computer, how do you use test mode III?
This question is answered in the following
discussion.

17-7. Test III mode. You can use the test
III mode to check the operation of individual
counters. You select the counter you wish to
observe with the TEST III COUNTER
SELECTOR switch, S3A (FO 17). The TBG
supplies the pulses to check the counter. The
position of the PULSE RATE SELECTOR
switch determines the pulse rate, or you can
use only one pulse at a time by using the
MAN switch (S8) of the TEST III RATE
CONTROL switches. To use the pulses from
the time base generator, the AUTO switch
(S7) of the TEST III RATE CONTROL
switches must be closed. All control pulses are
inhibited in test III by Sl-AR and Sl-AF, as
shown on FO 10. You watch the operation of
the selected counter by observing the counter
indicator lamps. Check it for the correct
count when a given number of pulses is
applied to it. Before using test III to check on
the counter operation, make sure you
understand the way the counter operates, and
remember that a flip-flop is set when the
indicator lamp is on.

17-8. If you know how to use the test
modes and collect all the abnormal
symptoms, it will make your job as a
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maintenance repairman much simpler. Even
though you use the three test modes of
operation in the maintenance of the
AN/FMN-1, there are other things you need
to consider and understand to maintain the
computer. Some of these things are explained
in the following paragraphs.

17-9. Maintenance. One of the circuits of
the AN/FMN-l that you must adjust is the
input circuit board, shown on FO 18. After
both the AN/GMQ-IO and AN/FMN-1 have
been energized, set up an oscilloscope to
observe the input pulses from the
AN/GMQ-I0 at TPI on card A33 (Fa 18).
These pulses should be 5 to 25 volts in
amplitude and 20 to 50 microseconds in
duration. The frequency should not exceed
4000 ppm. After checking the incoming
pulses, move the oscilloscope test lead to TP2.
Observe the signal and adjust R98 (runway 1)
or RI87 (runway 2) until the signal pulse is
1.4 to 7.1 volts in amplitude above the noise
level. Move the test probe to TP3 and adjust
R99 (runway 1) or R188 (runway 2) until the
pulse reaches 75 percent of its maximum

width. Be sure to check the technical order
for the latest information and procedures
before making these adjustments.

17-10. Another recurring maintenance
item is the lamps (DSI8, DSI9, DS20, and
DS21 on FO 12) that illuminate the film
code. At the time of this writing, the policy is
to change these lamps every 90 days if the
AN/FMN-l is in continuous operation. Also,
when one of the lamps burns out before the
end of the 90-day cycle, replace all four lamps
and begin another 90-day cycle. This may
seem to be a wasteful policy, but the problem
is not so much that the lamps are operating
but that they have the same intensity.
Therefore, you must change the lamps as a
group so that there is a better chance for light
uniformity. The film code on the drum is very
sensitive. You must not leave fingerprints or
lint on the film code because they interfere
with the operation of the set. This concludes
the discussion of the AN/FMN-l. Refer to
your workbook and answer the chapter
review exercise items for Sections 16 and 17.
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